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CHOOSE LYON, ONLY LYON

M É T R O P O L E D E LYO N

YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE
LIFE IS ABOUT MAKING CHOICES
AND NOT GIVING UP
FORGET THE HALF WAYS,
THE ALMOSTS, THE IN-BETWEENS.

CHOOSE NOT TO COMPROMISE,
TO MAKE YOUR OWN WAYS,
TO FULLY LIVE YOUR LIVES,
ALL OF THEM.
CHOOSE LYON, ONLY LYON.
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NOT TO
COMPROMISE



Companies are enmeshed with their 

environment. The interaction between the two 

can be benevolent or brutal, successful or not. 

This applies both to local and global scales. 

Though companies may constitute a structural 

component of society, can they really aim to 

change the world? We put the question to two 

remarkable entrepreneurs from Lyon :  

Bruno Rousset and Jacques Tassi. 

It is also a recurring question when designing 

major urban projects for the city. If the goal is 

to achieve economic balance and vitality in 

the region, surely projects must integrate the 

social and human aspects of the very territory 

where they will operate. In Lyon, priority is 

given to people present in the city, to their 

quality of life, and a partnership approach 

between local authorities, private actors, 

associations and residents. Collaboration and 

innovation have become the driving forces 

for progress. This can be seen in the industries 

of the future programme, with four sites 

selected as a testing ground. In the field of 

transport, as well, where the urban lab, Erasme, 

has devised an innovation challenge to elicit 

some of tomorrow’s solutions. The company 

Mondial Tissus has also demonstrated how 

these two forces can allow a business to 

reverse a seemingly inescapable decline and 

get back on the path to growth. The push for 

innovation reflects a desire to go further, to 

reinvent oneself, and to engage with the future. 

A desire echoed in the words of entrepreneurs 

Christophe Fargier, Nicolas Fafiotte and Anne-

Sophie Kieffer; a desire that attracts investors 

from all corners of the world to Lyon.

E D I T O -
R I A L
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One weekday, Bruno Rousset, chairman of April and CEO of Evolem, arrives  
in the cosy lounge of La Reine Astrid Hotel for a free-wheeling discussion with 
Jacques Tassi, chairman of Fédération Handicap International, former deputy 
managing partner of Ernst & Young France and socially committed serial 
entrepreneur. The two men have been working together for a long time and know 
each other well. The conversation flows. Their topic? “Can business change the 
world for the better?”. Two hours to talk about the entrepreneurship environment, 
the purpose of a company, employee participation, CSR (corporate social 
responsibility), strategy and values, but also frugal innovation, agility, start-ups…  
And surprisingly, their analyses converge.

PERFORMANCE

CAN BUSINESS 
CHANGE 
THE WORLD? 
A DIALOGUE BETWEEN TWO PERSPECTIVES
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solutions for micro-entrepreneurs. Our 

idea with this foundation was to support 

entrepreneurial initiatives by people 

from deprived backgrounds or who were 

excluded from the labour market – the 

jobless, social assistance beneficiaries, 

the disabled, young people and seniors. 

After that, our commitment and our 

actions went hand in hand. In 2008, we set 

up the Fondation April, which examines 

three health determinants – the French 

health system, personal health habits, 

and employment. And two years ago, 

we created Evolem Citoyen, a thinktank 

on employment, training and economic 

development. With Evolem Citoyen we 

launched Eden School, to provide digital 

training – especially courses in coding 

and computer development – to school 

dropouts. That is all very concrete.”

And you, Jacques Tassi – has your 

social commitment, like Bruno 

Rousset’s, always informed your 

career path as a top manager?

JT: “No it hasn’t, to be quite honest. At 

Ernst & Young I set up the entrepreneur 

group, and so I’ve always taken a great 

interest in business creation and SMEs.  

I realised how incredibly lonely the heads 

of SMEs felt. That’s really the difficulty 

they have: they have their nose to the 

grindstone, and they’re very much on 

their own. Those who are keen to do 

slightly unusual things often come up 

against reactions like, “You’re out of your 

mind!” So, when I left Ernst & Young, I set 

up a non-profit called Les Entreprises 

Humaines .  My idea was to bring 

together SMEs of the “five-leaf clover” 

variety – the ones that were striving 

to adopt a different relationship with 

people. But the way I perceive the world, 

and consequently my involvement in it, 

changed radically the day I went on my 

first field trip for Handicap International. 

I went to Rwanda. And there I heard first-

hand accounts of genocide. I saw people 

queueing outside a hospital that was out 

of medicine. And when I asked the chief 

physician what was going to happen, she 

replied in an improbably neutral tone: 

“Well, they’ll die.” I wouldn’t say that my 

life utterly changed at that moment, but 

there was definitely a before and after.  

Why did you create it?

BR: “There were imperfections in the 

insurance sector that needed fixing: 

claim processing times were extremely 

long,  and there was inadequate 

innovation to make better products. 

When we established April 30 years ago, 

I quickly tried to simplify the medical 

formalities related to health insurance. 

Back then, we had competitors who 

required people to complete four-page 

questionnaires, whereas we asked just 

two questions, and that was that. We 

created health products for people with 

serious diseases, for the elderly, and so 

on… We took an interest in those who 

were being neglected by other insurance 

companies at that time.” 

So, April explored niches. And in doing 

so, the company has changed its 

customers’ lives? 

BR: “Insurance is a very fine profession, 

with strong social utility. We organise 

modes of solidarity so that people can be 

properly insured and can find a solution 

with their insurers if they have a rainy day. 

It’s a beautiful, very noble profession. Its 

purpose isn’t to change the world but, 

obviously, it makes a contribution.”

JT: “April has a great CSR policy which is 

fully integrated into the group’s strategy 

and it’s also very concrete. There are no 

messages or concepts. The group’s CSR 

is deployed through pragmatic actions. 

This might sound like bragging, but I 

assure you it’s true. When people talk to 

me about CSR initiatives, I always advise 

them to go and see what April does, 

because the group’s CSR isn’t conceptual 

– it’s very concrete.”

What is a concrete action?

BR:  “Right from the start ,  I  took 

great care to ensure my employees 

were happy, because the company 

moves for ward thanks to them, 

and with them. But I really started 

studying this issue [corporate social 

responsibility – Ed.] in 2006, when the 

Fondation Entrepreneurs de la Cité was 

being set up to launch micro-insurance 

The media and citizens are 

increasingly asking questions about 

corporate responsibility.  

Must companies change the world,  

and can they?

Jacques Tassi: “Yes, they bring about de 

facto change! Companies create wealth 

and jobs. Working is so important in 

people’s lives that it influences their 

behaviour and values. So, in that regard, 

companies exert huge influence. But 

in what sense do they change the 

world? That’s another question. Some 

businesses change the world by moving 

towards ever-greater overconsumption, 

while others advocate going the other 

way. It’s important to analyse how 

businesses change the world, but 

changing the world is not their role. That’s 

the role of humanitarian enterprises, but 

it can’t be the mission of other types of 

business.”

Bruno Rousset: “I agree. That’s not the 

role of business. I didn’t create a business 

in order to change the world.”

9



I immediately realised that when you 

work for a rather opulent corporation, 

on the 28th floor of an office block in La 

Défense, you end up forgetting about the 

world and its realities.”

Is corporate social responsibility –  

an awareness that entrepreneurs have 

an influence on their environment,  

if not the world – evolving?

BR: “Yes, the new entrepreneurs I meet 

are increasingly aware of this. 

They’re very receptive to these topics, 

just like the young people we’re hiring. 

Internal actions, such as foundations or 

CSR, mobilise employees to an incredible 

degree and make companies more 

attractive. Yesterday, I interviewed a 

candidate for the marketing department 

of one of our subsidiaries. She had read 

about our CSR actions on our website, 

and they were a factor in her decision to 

apply.

Being aware of your company’s impact 

on your environment changes how you 

run the business. For example, more and 

more companies are hiring disabled 

people above and beyond statutory 

obligations, and it’s working for them.”

JT: “When I left Ernst & Young in 

January 2000, people didn’t really know 

what CSR was. Things have changed 

radically since then, because it’s now 

part of the business landscape. That 

has happened because of statutory 

requirements, but also because of the 

pressing expectations of consumers and 

employees. And in the past two or three 

years, what I’ve observed is the number 

of social entrepreneurship projects 

emerging.”

What we’re talking about here, rather 

than changing the world, is how 

businesses can commit to playing 

a positive role their environment 

(customers, staff, neighbouring 

communities…).  As we can see, that 

demands concrete action. But should 

companies also ask themselves 

questions about their end goal?

JT: “The most irritating thing I hear is 

that a company’s end goal is to make 

profit. What an aberration! A company’s 

end goal is to execute a plan, and profit 

becomes the means to the executional 

end. I hear the profit thing all the time! 

And it always aggravates me...”

BR: “I also consider that profit is not the 

end goal. It’s the means to develop the 

business.”

So even if they can’t change the world, 

companies can act locally, on their 

environment?

BR: “Yes, and it’s important that they 

do so. We’re going to try to replicate 

Eden School across the region. At the 

school in Villeurbanne, we’re currently 

training a first intake of 17 pupils. We’re 

maybe going to open other schools in 

Grenoble, Saint-Etienne and Clermont-

Ferrand. Our intention here is really to 

have a favourable impact on our close 

environment. Outreach actions are also 

important for corporate strategy. In Lyon, 

at the moment, we’re trying to bring all 

the insurers together to work on an 

insurance cluster, to make the profession 

more attractive. We need to think about 

changing the way we do business, to 

attract more young talent. We’re also 

working with the employment-agency 

networks in a “first step up” programme 

we launched in 2012. It offers young 

people with few or no qualifications 

the chance to do a training course that 

delivers an insurance qualification, and 

they get a first job at April. We’re trying 

to get involved at all levels, including 

our international subsidiaries – the April 

Citizen intranet platform keeps a list of all 

local community-minded actions where 

staff can get involved, wherever they’re 

based around the world.”

JT: “As I see it, a business leader is 

duty-bound to get involved in the local 

economic fabric and to promote its 

development. I believe that companies 

“Being aware  
of your  

company’s 
impact on your 

environment 
changes  

how you run  
the business.”

Bruno Rousset

PERFORMANCE10



must be “hummingbirds” – they must all 

do their bit (see box). It seems to me that 

entrepreneurs must contribute, as citizens, 

like everyone else, but also as business 

leaders, by enabling their company to 

help improve its environment. That’s 

what ‘doing your bit’ means.

Seeing the new activities being 

launched in the social business sector, 

whose DNA is clearly about balancing 

project and profit, how can big well-

established corporations bring about 

their own revolution? By taking on 

greater responsibility? By making 

greater commitments?

JT: “The first requirement is actually 

having the will to do so. Then you’ve got 

to allocate the necessary resources. But 

the hardest aspect is implementing the 

organisational shift to align with new 

generations’ modes of thinking. That’s a 

tremendous challenge!”

BR: “To undertake a social initiative, 

a company must first behave in an 

exemplary way with its employees and 

customers. And with its partners too. It 

must show them respect.”

So, the new generations – the ones 

that will change the world – will begin 

by changing business?

BR: “The new generations are prompting 

us to change our organisational mode, 

and switch from a pyramid structure to 

a network.”

JT:  “That means f lat tening the 

organisation….”

BR: “… and being more collaborative, 

giving employees more autonomy and 

responsibility so that they work more 

closely together. Because they are in 

direct contact with customers, they 

project the company’s image externally, 

they own information and drive corporate 

values and strategy.” 

JT: “For the French, status was, and still 

is, too important. Nowadays, a company 

that operates with this mindset, and 

managers who think “I’ve got three stripes 

and you’ve got two, so you’re under my 

orders” simply doesn’t work anymore. The 

new generations won’t put up with it. And 

there’s another shift that’s amusing to 

observe: in the years from ’85 to ‘90, there 

was a lot of talk about values. Every firm 

set out its values. And once they’d set 

them out, end of story! Now, things are 

more complex: you must set them out, 

but then people are watching to see if 

you do the opposite. So having values 

becomes counter-productive unless you 

implement them.”

Are all established companies 

sufficiently prepared to cope with the 

organisational changes that the new 

generations demand?

JT: “No they’re not. The degree of 

difficulty also depends on the size of 

the business. In very large corporations, 

it ’s very complicated indeed. And 

they’re going to suffer, compared to flat 

organisations which mesh responsibility 

and autonomy, and which operate 

on the basis of exemplarity and trust.  

A major cultural shift lies in store for big 

corporations. I think a real revolution is 

coming.”

Do these companies therefore face 

specific risks?

BR: “Yes, definitely. They risk losing the 

ability to hire people, to retain their 

talent, and then their image will be 

THE NATIVE  
AMERICAN LEGEND  
OF THE HUMMINGBIRD

During the interview, Jacques 
Tassi said that companies 
should do their bit, like the 
hummingbird – in reference  
to the legend recounted  
by Pierre Rabhi:
“One day, there was a huge 
forest fire. Terrified and 
dismayed, the animals watched 
helplessly as disaster spread. 
Only the little hummingbird 
moved into action, fetching a 
few droplets with its beak to 
throw them on the fire. After 
a little while, the armadillo, 
irritated by such a feeble effort, 
cried: "Hummingbird, are you 
mad?! You won’t put out the fire 
with drops of water!” And the 
hummingbird replied: "I know, 
but I’m doing my bit.”

damaged, because you also have social 

media acting as an echo chamber.”

JT: “I recently learned, in the findings of a 

survey, that staff in start-ups work more, 

or much more, for less or much less pay, 

in the knowledge that their job is exposed 

to risk because start-ups can easily go 

to the wall… And in spite of that, a very 
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significant proportion of them say they 

are far less stressed and happier at work.”

BR: “When you’re a legacy business, which 

isn’t quite the case with us, what’s difficult 

is changing your model. Pascal Demurger, 

the chief executive of Maif, which was 

established in 1934, has completely 

changed its model in the space of a few 

years. He’s drawn inspiration from certain 

principles of the liberated company, and 

he too is convinced that a top manager’s 

responsibility is primarily ethical.”

What should companies borrow 

from start-ups to deal with the 

organisational revolution you see 

looming?

JT: The end of status, a flat organisational 

structure, collaborating, empowering 

p e ople ,  t rus t-b ase d op erat ions , 

exemplary behaviour...”

BR: “… Shortened decision-making 

circuits, the network mode, automation.”

Among the contemporary concepts 

that contain lessons for traditional 

companies, which are the most 

relevant for thinking about corporate 

responsibility in today’s world?

BR: “Frugal Innovation by Navi Radjou, 

who recommends transforming France 

into a country of ingenious people 

rather than a country of engineers. Navi 

Radjou is Indian, and in India you have 

to be pretty resourceful and continually 

find stop-gap solutions – what’s called 

Jugaad innovation). The Indians make 

do with what they’ve got. It’s hard to 

apply this to all companies. In insurance, 

for example, it’s perhaps a bit more 

complicated… Because our business 

demands heavy IT capability, we invest 

a lot in information systems to increase 

productivity and smooth the process for 

our customers – making sure it’s not an 

ordeal and simplifying how policies are 

signed and managed. Nevertheless, Navi 

Radjou urges us to make better use of 

digital technologies in order to do more 

smart things.”

JT: “Handicap International was set 

up according to the frugal-innovation 

concept. When it was created, in the 

refugee camps on the Thai border, 

the founders had the amazing idea of 

making artificial limbs with materials 

they found on the spot – wood, metal, 

leather – and with the help of refugee 

craftsmen. In doing so, they’ve enabled 

the victims of anti-personnel mines to 

stand tall. At the time, they drew the ire 

of the whole profession. But they were 

right.”

BR: “There’s also the Bangladeshi 

Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Prize winner, 

economist and inventor of microcredit. 

JACQUES TASSI,  
IN HIS OWN WORDS

I’ve been working with Handicap 
International for nearly 18 years. 

I now chair the international 
federation, which is my main 

job. I’m also involved in social 
entrepreneurship through the 

Emergences foundation and a 
small philanthropic investment 

fund which backs businesses with 
a social purpose. I’m also a board 

member of various companies, 
some of which are very well known, 

such as Groupe April and Actes 
Sud, and I also assist a number of 

SMEs. These activities in the  
for-profit sector follow on from the 

first part of my working life, when  
I devoted 25 years to Ernst & Young 

– a long journey, from assistant to 
deputy managing partner France, 

with, along the way, the creation of 
Ernst & Young in Lyon, 40 years  

and one month ago!

BRUNO ROUSSET,  

IN HIS OWN WORDS

I’m chairman of April and chief 
executive of Evolem, the family 

holding company, which owns 65% 
of April but also invests in other 
businesses. I’m also chairman of 

Eden School, a small computer 
coding school which opened 

recently. This school was founded 
through Evolem Citoyen, which is 

the equivalent of a foundation (just 
like Groupe April has a foundation 

in the healthcare sector). Evolem is 
also involved in ID’ÉES, a company 
in Burgundy that helps people get 
back into work; it employs roughly 

1,500 people and we hold a 25% 
stake. And just over 10 years ago,  

I founded Entrepreneurs de la Cité, 
a foundation which has  

public-interest status.

PERFORMANCE12



"Companies 
are ready to 

fund a number 
of actions, but 

they want their 
employees to 
get involved. 
What better 

way to motivate 
them than to 

do something 
meaningful?"

Jacques Tassi

to take decisions and take action. For us, 

it wasn’t very difficult to work together 

on the Hizy project: April and Handicap 

International have known each other a 

long time, and the project’s a good fit 

with our strategies and CSR. It’s aimed 

particularly at family care-givers, who are 

an important group for our foundation.”

To conclude, can you think of any 

entrepreneurial figures who are 

inspirational because of their social 

impact or their ability to change the 

world for the better?

JT: “I’ve got an issue with this. It’s a bit like 

countries only being judged by their GDP. 

Business leaders are known first for their 

wealth, and then for their sales figures. 

The number of jobs they’ve created may 

be mentioned, although that’s a rarer 

occurrence. But you never hear about a 

chief officer’s behaviour or values. There 

are leaders who have done extraordinary 

things, granted, but I just cannot imagine 

considering them as a model when I’ve no 

idea how they behave. For instance, a year 

ago, I met a very powerful foreign business 

leader. He was a model for his colleagues, 

for whom he did a great deal. But in 

my conversations with some of them, 

two points emerged: this executive was 

extraordinarily generous and supportive 

to those who accepted his rules and 

were part of his adventure. All those who 

weren’t, or who departed from his rules to 

even the tiniest degree… well, he forced 

them out. In this context, it is difficult to 

make someone a model figure”.

JT: “Microcredit has the lowest default 

rate of any kind of finance.”

BR: “And lastly, the concept of the 

liberated company, introduced by 

Jean-François Zobrist, who runs Favi, 

a very efficient foundry in Picardy. The 

principle? Performance won’t happen 

without happy employees. The liberated 

company is also the model that inspires 

Pascal Demurger of Maif. These two 

companies perform to a very high level. 

We are also moving the April group in 

this direction, by helping our managers 

to become coach managers, so that 

they learn to assist their teams rather 

than giving them orders. These coach 

managers suggest, unite and lead, but 

they don’t give orders.” 

Are partnerships between NGOs and 

businesses also an avenue worth 

exploring? What can they genuinely 

do together, beyond the fact that the 

funding flows only in one direction?

JT: “Co-building is possible! I really 

saw how the relationship had changed 

in 2000, when I  joined Handicap 

International. Companies and NGOs 

steered clear of each other – they looked 

on each other as the devil. That’s no 

longer the case, and it shouldn’t be. To 

really build partnerships with companies, 

NGOs must make proposals – and 

on this basis, collaboration becomes 

a possibility. Companies are ready to 

fund a number of actions, but they want 

their employees to get involved. What 

better way to motivate them than to do 

something meaningful? So, you have to 

find spaces where you can co-build. We 

now have one, with our digital platform 

Hizy, produced with partners including 

the April foundation. This collaboration 

really reflects the type of relationship 

that NGOs and companies should be 

moving towards.”

BR: “The key is finding a project that 

brings together the two organisations’ 

communities and meshes skills, business 

activities and outlooks, by giving those 

working on the project enough latitude 

That’s actually what inspired my idea 

of micro-insurance with Entrepreneurs 

de la Cité. He developed microcredit 

by working with women, who are 

highly involved in entrepreneurship in 

Bangladesh. He lent a small amount of 

money to them.”
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The Transport Challenge: 
evaluate and analyse  
the mobility of public 

transport users and their 
needs in order to create 

new solutions in an 
innovative way. Experts 

from diverse professional 
backgrounds teamed up to 

work on the issue  
over several days. 

The event was organised 
last January by Urban-Lab 
Erasme, in association with 

Tùba, with the support 
of public and private 

stakeholders: Alstom,  
Keolis and Ifsttar.  

This applied participatory 
design process produced 
four prototypes that aim 

to transform our transport 
experience. User testing 

and development  
is underway.

THE INNOVATION 
CHALLENGE

W E ’ R E  O F F !

Each of the four teams has at least  

one mobility expert, one digital expert 

and a designer. Day 1 is devoted to 

presenting the challenge and proposing 

some initial ideas, with no pre-

conceived solutions. "We started  
by looking at transport connections 
and the user stress that it can cause. 
We then looked at the waiting time  
at transfer points and tried to think  
of ways to ensure that users don’t  
see it as lost time.”
Cathertine Steimer,  

designer at Alstom.

D A Y  2

Pitch and start-up 

selection (1DLab, BIIN, 

Dowino, Hoomano,  

Ido-Data ...).  

They accompany  

the teams throughout 

the challenge.

D A Y  1

D A Y  2

T E A M  1 

Morgane Chevalier, 

Collectif Bam 

Jean-Noël Lefebvre, 

Ootsidebox 

Martin Roman, Keolis

T E A M  2 

David Passegand, 

Inook 

Digital expert,  

Guillaume Leduc, 

Inook 

Mobility expert, 

Michèle Frichement 

Lyon Métropole, 

T E A M  3 
(support team)

Morgane Billoud, 

consultant,

Catherine Steimer, 

Alstom 

Lionel Radisson, 

Makio135

Lucie Verchère,  

Lyon Métropole

T E A M  4 

Arthur Baude,  

Collectif Bam 

Antoine Vanel, 

Blindspot 

Luc Jung,  

Alstom  

diagnostic, 
inspiration

PERFORMANCE14



D A Y  3

The teams take their idea  

to the field and observe  

user behaviour, followed  

by user-centric evaluations 

with the help of social 

psychology specialists.  

In the evening, each team’s 

user scenarios are presented 

to the others.

F R O M  I D E A  

T O  R E A L I T Y

The end of the first week is devoted to the 

production and ergonomics of the proposed 

solutions. Each team must choose the tool  

and its deployment location in line with the 

validated user scenario. Throughout the challenge,  

a bus is made available to observe and test ideas.

"We begin with a drawing  

of the functionalities. This first step  

helps us spot anything that doesn’t work. 

The challenge has a specific focus  

on social psychology and addresses  

the issues from the user’s point  

of view, which is a plus."

Morgane Billoud, designer. 

D A Y  3

qualification, 
representation

ideas, 
design
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U R B A N  L A B  S P I R I T

Urban Lab - Erasme is a place of ideation, 

prototyping and experimentation of digital 

solutions to meet the goals of Lyon Métropole’s 

public policies. The Erasme team helps the 

participants throughout the transport challenge 

to frame and reframe their ideas, as the 

projects materialise. Erasme provides resources 

“I go to each team  

and we discuss their issues. 

My role is to bring a playful 

element to help motivate  

the player / user. This is a 

matter of behaviour but  

also of awareness.”

Didier Chanfray,  

Labex Imu

N E W  T E M P O

Support teams arrive in the second week:  

En Goguette interprets the drawings to produce 

cardboard prototypes; Epitech provides teams 

of developers; L + M specialises in scenography, 

and Labex Imu brings in its expertise in serious 

games.

(documentation, benchmarks, experts), start-up 

sourcing, and guides them towards an overall 

coherence for the project. All of this ensures a 

robust model and the coding of iteration loops can 

begin. The data is proposed in open source and the 

prototypes remain available for future experiments, 

as new ideas come down the road.
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“It's good to be among 

professionals, because  

it doesn’t happen very often  

in this type of exercise.  

The advantage of this 

challenge is that we benefit 

from the support of the 

Erasme team who keep  

us focused on the user and 

help us discover a broad  

array of technologies.” 

Lionel Radisson,  

digital expert

1

YOU ARE HERE 

The difficulties of user orientation 

spawned the idea of a digital service 

(maps etc.) which includes the option  

of getting help from other users.  

Taking it a step further, the screens 

might even detect distress on the user’s 

face and encourage other users to offer 

guidance. Customised service modules 

could also be created.

2

MY BUS 

Using a chatbot activated by scanning 

a bar code, users can communicate 

with the bus. The aim: to create a link, 

inform, or share music, without intruding 

on anyone’s space. 

 

3

WORTH THE WAIT

The aim of this prototype is to make 

the wait between connections time 

well spent. Users indicate how much 

time they have, and the service 

suggests things to do, on personalised 

coupons. This project reconnects users 

with their immediate environment.

4

SENSE AND DIVE

Using screens installed on the ceiling 

of the bus, this project offers an 

immersive experience to improve 

users’ mood during transport.  

The screens create a dreamlike  

and fun experience with interactive 

video content.

It's time to present our findings  

and four prototypes to the public!

D A Y  1 2

prototypes

d

e

b

r

i

e

f

n

g

i
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THE DETAILS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CCI Lyon Metropole’s head of the Asia Zone, Aya Kitahama, 

told us how to design our business cards and the importance of 

having brochures in Japanese. She also taught us how to bow 

when introducing ourselves, as well as other vital details that 

are a normal part of everyday life in Japan. Richard Collasse, 

President of Chanel KK, the Japanese subsidiary of Chanel, also 

gave us some excellent advice.

Le Papier fait de la Résistance  
(the paper resistance movement) makes 
little notebooks that offer an alternative  
to the traditional Moleskine variety.  
This Lyon brand is set to conquer the 
Japanese market. Interview with Frédéric 
Soriano, co-director in charge of brand 
development for export.

NOTEBOOKS 
MADE IN LYON 
SPARK JAPANESE 
INTEREST

BUCKING THE DIGITAL TREND

Le Papier fait de la Résistance started from a concept: the 

appeal of handmade products that defy all things digital, 

striving for hyper-personalised products with a look of luxury. 

This niche has proved successful for us in France, and it 

would seem it also corresponds to a European, American and 

Japanese demand. However, with Japan there is an additional 

challenge: culturally speaking, paper and stationary are very 

important. For example, in Tokyo’s Ginza district, renowned for 

its luxury boutiques, the boutique ltoya devotes five out its 

seven floors to stationary.
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MAKING THE LEAP

The catalyst came during operation 

Bonjour France, organised by CCI Lyon 

and held in April 2017.

We were among the companies selected 

- from a field of 60 - to present our 

products to the Tokyo department store 

ISETAN. We prepared like crazy for the 

presentation, keen to avoid making 

any errors during this initial exchange, 

which are often the downfall of many 

commercial endeavours in Japan.  

I came back so excited after meeting the 

actors of the stationary sector. These key 

contractors have a deep understanding 

of the market and are very sensitive 

to our brand’s identity and the way in 

which we combine traditional know-how 

with innovation in our approach to 

communication. Last November, we 

also sponsored the CCI France-Japan 

gala by making a series of personalised 

notebooks to promote the event.

LYON, A FERTILE GROUND

Events organised by ONLYLYON, 

networks such as the CJD (centre for 

young company directors), and Medef 

Lyon-Rhône have facilitated some truly 

promising contacts. In Lyon, a small 

company like ours can have grand 

ambitions and find people willing to take 

the time to help. The city is vibrant but 

never ostentatious. Lyon’s motto could 

be “The quiet life is the happy life”, which 

is why our brand is so at home in the Lyon 

area. Furthermore, this corresponds to 

the humility of our Japanese partners, 

as it is rooted in their culture.

IMPERTINENCE

Lyon is renowned and perceived as a 

dynamic and industrious city where, 

like in Japan, attention to detail and 

the idea of dedication and reliability 

that go deeper than just the glamour of 

France. In many ways, this approach has 

enabled us to rediscover our products. For 

example, the design of our notebooks was 

conceived in such a way that when the 

pages are detached, a specific sound 

is made. This is a detail we had almost 

forgotten about, whereas our Japanese 

contacts were particularly attentive to 

it. The fact that our products, with their 

anti-conformist themes, are well-received 

in Tokyo also made me aware of another 

aspect: the Japanese associate Lyon 

with a typically French insolence, an 

approach taken by Chanel or Yves Saint 

Laurent, which they adore. Of course, 

it helps to have the word “resistance”  

in our name!

T I M E  A N D  
PAT I E N C E

Aya  K i t a h a m a  i s  C C I  Lyo n 

Metropole’s Asia Advisor. She 

advises companies on how best 

to approach the Japanese market, 

the importance of patience, and 

preparing to answer (numerous) 

questions precisely! These matters 

are important because before 

making any decision, Japanese 

company directors will consult their 

teams. One key piece of advice: 

arrange regular meetings and 

attend in person. This requires a 

certain investment, but it is worth it; 

success in the Japanese market will 

do more than improve your brand’s 

image, it will significantly increase 

your margins. 

 
 

STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES

€1 MILLION 

IN SALES IN 2018

€1 MILLION 

FUNDING ROUND 

IN 2018

250 TO 300 POINTS 

OF SALE 

(TRIPLE THE CURRENT 

NUMBER) IN 2018

30% OF SALES 

ON EXPORT MARKETS 

IN 2019

Le papier fait  

de la résistance

72, rue Garibaldi, Lyon 6

www.le-papier-fait-de-la-

resistance.com
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AT THE HEART OF 
LYON’S FUTURE 
INDUSTRIAL IMPETUS

The North Vénissieux district is the first to be awarded the “Industry of 
the Future” label. Its manufacturing campus – an experimental showcase 
– perfectly illustrates the collective initiative that Lyon Métropole has 
been driving since April 2017 in partnership with Bosch. This innovative 
endeavour slots into Lyon’s French Fab dynamic.

Part of Bosch’s facility in Vénissieux (11 hectares) has been changing radically since 

the manufacturer stopped its diesel-injection parts business. “Our group is built 

on strong technological and social values – when an activity closes down, we try 

to find the best workable solutions,” says Marc Baeumlin, site director at Bosch 

Vénissieux. “We recently assisted the arrival of boostHEAT,* a start-up that’s currently 

in its industrialisation phase, by providing manufacturing space coupled with the 

skills we have on our site.” Bosch naturally turned to Lyon Métropole, which was 

already looking to create dynamic, growth-generating ecosystems. In April 2017, 

they committed to the idea of an “industrial campus of the future” – a showcase 

for industrial innovation in Lyon. This cooperation scheme has already enabled 

boostHEAT to locate to the city. The boiler maker is expected to be joined by about 

15 other start-ups or SMEs which are entering their initial industrialisation phase or 

increasing their output.

COLLECTIVE DYNAMIC
 

The arrival of these start-ups is not just an opportunity to mitigate the lay-offs 

caused by a restructuring. Bosch Rexroth intends to accelerate by leveraging local 

stakeholders. "To innovate and offer novel solutions to customers who are seeking 

worthwhile ideas, you need to move pretty fast,” adds the director. “We’re going to tap 

into this local dynamic because we know how useful it is to interact and share. We 

adopted a collective mindset a long time ago and have always hosted SMEs at our 

premises. But this space is of a quality and size that had not previously been available." 

The site director, who supports the Lyon French Fab movement – a dynamic around the 

industry of the future launched in October 2017 by Economy Minister Bruno Lemaire 

–, is committed to opening up his site to interested manufacturers. “You need to stay 

humble. We’re moving forward, one small step at a time. We’re testing things gradually,” 

he explains. Which is why the industrial campus is also positioned as a “resource” 

location - a work base and an engine for transitioning to the industry of the future.
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GEARED TO RAPID INNOVATION
This evolving site has given its employees an appetite for new things. “Industry is now 

opening up. And that is prompting big corporations to envisage the future differently, 

leading their staff along more entrepreneurial avenues,” suggests Caroline Felix, a 

marketing project manager at Bosch Rexroth and intrapreneur who is heading a 

project called La Ruche Industrielle (“The Industrial Hive”) with two employees from 

Volvo Trucks and one from Waoup. “It’s an inter-business venue that lets you test 

and set up joint innovative projects in our respective companies. It’s a neutral place 

– a kind of free zone for innovation where profiles, experiences and perspectives – 

including external ones – intersect. And they’ll be assisted in this initiative. We have 

designed a place that people feel like coming to every day, where it’s possible to 

arrange efficient creative meetings. There are powerful techniques for innovating in 

a short timeframe. It’s a place, she explains, where companies can “excubate” their 

employees for a time-limited project. 

The idea stemmed from an encounter with employees from the neighbouring 

factory, Renault Trucks, which had dreamt up the Créalab, a space devoted to 

innovation. “Thanks to this project, they rolled out an innovation in a few months 

rather than three years. Like us, they have a strong industrial culture. We set up 

an equivalent venue called the Moov’Room. Innovation is everybody’s business 

– ideas can come from anywhere, if you create a conducive environment. 

We want to break down silos, be more like an SME or start-up,” continues  

Caroline Felix. The arrival of the metropolitan-scale project injected new energy 

to the Ruche Industrielle idea, and gave it an added dimension. Its form is 

currently being finalised, and it could also serve as a campus facilitator. “Their 

proposal is a truly pragmatic response for the campus, and is highly appropriate.  

I hope it reaches fruition,” says a satisfied Marc Baeumlin.

*  The start-up, which has moved in with 37 staff,  

designs and makes thermodynamic boilers.  

By 2021, it aims to expand into a production facility  

with a 300-strong workforce, including nearly 50 former 

Bosch employees.

"It’s an inter-business venue that lets you  

test and set up joint innovative projects  

in our respective companies."

Caroline Felix

L E  M O O V E : 
A  S H O W C A S E  
F O R  L Y O N ’ S 
I N D U S T R Y  O F  
T H E  F U T U R E

Designed by a collective  

(Lyon Métropole, Visiativ, 

Capsa, Hewlett Packard  

and Dassault Systèmes,  

with the involvement of 

Mondial Events), Le Moove 

spotlights Lyon’s industry 

of the future and makes 

companies aware of the 

need to embrace meaningful 

change. It is organised in 

four themed containers: new 

trends (IoT, 3D printing, etc.), 

the digital transformation 

of France’s SMEs and 

intermediate sized businesses 

(between 250 and 4,999 

employees), and advances 

made by the collective project 

(trend consultancy, experience 

feedback…). The last 

container is also a tool serving 

the area’s attractiveness  

by underscoring its wealth  

of industrial assets.
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SHOWCASE 
FOR THE INDUSTRY  
OF THE FUTURE: 
A LABEL FOR PACE-SETTERS

Four Lyon companies have received the "Vitrine Industrie du Futur" label, out of only 35 nationwide. 
This valuable boost is bestowed by the Alliance Industrie du Futur (AIF) to manufacturers that have 
developed remarkable innovative projects involving: social, industrial and business models; step-change 
tech innovations; the transformation of methods; or the digitisation of processes… We take a closer look 
at two inspiring projects.

SNCF, THE INDUSTRIAL TECHNICENTRE 
OF THE FUTURE

Two years ago, the SNCF’s industrial technicentre in Oullins 

undertook a major programme of industrial transformation. 

“We have totally redesigned our repair activities into a specialist 

centre of excellence model,” states Sébastien Laurent, director 

of the Oullins industrial technicentre. Paperless documentation, 

computerised tracking of workshop repair activity, equipment 

connected via sensors and integrated into a supervision system, 

geolocation of parts and tools, data analysis and predictive 

maintenance – this experimental revamp has been commended 

by the Alliance Industrie du Futur and awarded the “Vitrines 

Technologiques” (“Technology Showcases”) label. “We can feel 

the positive effects of the label – our project is more visible, and 

it’s attracting partners and talent,” notes Sébastien Laurent. The 

project’s other key theme is its openness to the wider business 

community. “We have partnered on these projects with local 

start-ups and other label recipients, such as our neighbour Air 

Liquide, to test new solutions,” he adds. The highlights of the 

site’s industrial transformation will be the relocation, in the first 

half of 2019, of the technicentre and its 500 employees to the 

heart of the industrial campus in Vénissieux. The 8.5 hectare plot 

comprises a 35,000 sq. m industrial building and 5,000 sq. m of 

service buildings. The technicentre will ultimately be the first 

large-scale SNCF facility to fully enter the age of industry 4.0.  

FRAMATOME:  
VIRTUALLY A STEP AHEAD 

Framatome’s site in Lyon has a virtual reality room applied to 

nuclear engineering. Originally tested for its sales force, virtual 

reality was soon embraced by Framatome’s engineering team 

– most of whom are based in Lyon (about 1,300 staff). “To begin 

with, we integrated it into the reactor pressure vessel design 

process. Now we use it to prepare for maintenance operations, 

to test scenarios and to secure cooperation from operators. 

It saves time, it’s efficient, and it’s comfortable to work with – 

because it’s easier and more enjoyable “navigating” together to 

review a 3D CAD mock-up than ploughing through thousands 

of pages of documentation,” says Michael Dessagne, head of 

cross-functional innovation at Framatome. This virtual reality 

room was selected as a novel project and was awarded the 

“Vitrine Industrie du Futur” label in December 2016. “Historically, 

in our sector, we haven’t talked much about our technological 

advances. But we’ve never stopped innovating. It’s important 

to convey this to our environment and our future employees. 

Since we were awarded the label, we’ve had many requests to 

visit our room and see its tools in action. It’s a great spotlight 

on Lyon. We’re very enthusiastic about sharing our experience 

in this area,” he adds. But the process does not stop there. 

“This project is fully embedded in the company’s strategic 

programme of digital transformation. It’s a further step towards 

more collaborative, zero-defect engineering that delivers higher 

performance,” explains Michael Dessagne.
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MONDIAL TISSUS 

INNOVATION AND 
BOUNCING BACK

In a market that has been turned 
on its head by e-commerce, 
Mondial Tissus, based since 1981  
in Rillieux-la-Pape, north of Lyon, 
has held onto its dominant position 
in retail sales of fabrics and 
notions, thanks to an innovative 
approach to customer relations 
in stores. Founder and Director 
General, Bernard Cherqui, explains 
the company’s success.
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How did Mondial Tissus stay the course, given the explosion 

of online sales?  

By making innovation a priority on all fronts. Technically 

speaking, we acquired a warehouse of over 8000 sq. m to 

increase our stores’ supply and to develop our online business. 

In terms of marketing, we began offering capsule collections 

with some of the industry’s big names, including Linna Morata, 

last year. Linna Morata creates high-end fabrics that are usually 

marketed through exclusive channels. It was a huge success. 

We also began offering products and services that were better 

adapted to a new clientele, the kind that enjoy “DIY”. Naturally, 

we also invested in our digital platforms. Our aim was not to 

focus on online sales, but to use innovative means to attract 

new clients to our stores. Our new strategy enabled the group 

to open five new stores in 2017 and our forecasts for 2018 look 

even better.

What tools have you put in place to pursue this strategy? 

We created a community website to better connect with our 

clients. The site has tutorials, blogs for sharing and photographs 

to provide inspiration. There is even an instant messaging service 

for clients to share their ideas. We also increased our presence 

on social media. Over 100,000 people follow us every day on 

Facebook, which, along with Instagram, has become a genuine 

booster for our activity. By bringing together a community that 

is passionate about DIY fashion and interior design, we can 

now reach people that didn’t know our stores before. This also 

served our online sales. And last, but not least, we launched an 

innovative loyalty scheme; now 1.5 million clients possess the 

Mondial Tissus loyalty card.

Has this transformed your customer relations? 

For a long time, we considered that the people who came to 

our stores were experts and that they didn’t need sewing tips or 

inspiration. But new trends began to emerge, we realised that 

there was a whole new clientele that wanted to learn and find 

‘fabric solutions’ adapted to their needs and desires. This drove 

us to develop a new client experience, by offering in-store sewing 

classes and tailoring services. Our difference and our strength is 

that we can advise and teach people, and build relationships. We 

are lucky, we have 80 stores in which to do this, and we make the 

most of this resource to dialogue with our customers.

Moving forward, our goal in 2018 is to create co-working spaces 

with self-service sewing machines. People can come for free, 

alone or in groups, to exchange ideas about their creations. 

This corresponds to my vision of the group, which is to turn our 

stores into spaces where people come to meet and have fun. Our 

sector lends itself well to this idea, since we sell raw materials, 

giving people the freedom and inspiration to create anything 

they want; it is expressive, functional and practical all at once.

The notion of connecting with your clientele  

is important to you, but how do you make that more  

than a marketing ploy?

Through our teams; they are the driving force behind customer 

relations, innovation and sales. 600 people represent and 

implement this innovation in our stores. We invest a lot of time 

and money training our employees in our products, services 

and the importance of quality relations with clients. Our digital 

presence will be even more significant in 2018, so we are really 

focusing on the implementation of our own brand.
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Why build a brand now, given that your business has been 

running for several decades?

To generate client affinity. We are general stockists; our job is 

to follow the trends by offering the best fabrics and the best 

service possible. By creating a brand, we are guaranteeing a 

link between price and quality, which is what we’re all about. 

We want to be associated with modernity and innovation and 

the development of products made with new fabrics certified 

OEKO-TEX®, i.e. with no toxic chemicals. We will also follow the 

innovation of new technical components designed for sports 

garments, for example.

In your experience, is it harder for a long-standing company 

to innovate than for a start-up?

Our longevity and our reputation are major strengths, but it is 

important to constantly modernise our image, that is why our 

e-commerce teams operate with a start-up mentality. Of course, 

they benefit from the group’s financial means, but they operate 

like a business unit with the remit to innovate every day, moving 

us forward. Mondial Tissus’ image has been totally transformed 

these past three years, with great results. Today, we are studying 

the possibilities of developing on an international scale and 

exporting our ideas, our innovation and our new fabrics.

BERNARD CHERQUI,  
THE CREATIVE  
DRIVE

"After a Masters degree in 
Econometrics, Business Management 
and Political Science, I started working 
in organisation and strategy at 
Andersen Consulting, which has since 
become Accenture. Then, for seven 
years, I worked in Human Resources  
at Galeries Lafayette Group for the 
BHV brand, which meant I worked 
closely with distributors. In 1999,  
I joined Casino Group where I created 
the Human Resources department  
of the Franprix-Leaderprice stores.  
I held various positions there,  
in Human Resources and then in 
General Management. After that,  
I started my own consulting business 
for different clients, including Mondial 
Tissus. The owner (Denis Levy) had 
been my boss at Franprix-Leaderprice,  
I accompanied him for 3 years to help 
define a strategy while he took over. 
When he asked me to run the company, 
I didn’t think twice before saying yes!  
I have been happily doing just that  
for four years now."

"New trends  
began to emerge,  

we realised that  
there was a whole  

new clientele  
that wanted to learn 

and find ‘fabric 
solutions’ adapted  

to their needs  
and desires."
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155,000  
students 

including 35,000 

in private  

higher education

and  

20,000  
foreign 

students

13,300 
researchers 

including 1800 from abroad

PERFORMANCE

(Survey by l’Étudiant magazine,  
6 September 2017)

Lyon, 
France’s 

best 
city for 

students
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1000+ 
courses 

offered by  

Université de Lyon  

(group of 34 institutions)

ENS Lyon 

ranks in the range  

of 201 - 300  

best universities  

in the world. 

(2017 Shanghai ranking)

INSA Lyon  

is France’s #1  

engineering school 

(2015 Shanghai ranking)

197 
companies 

created by  

student-entrepreneurs  

since 2014

(Beelys, 2017)

including  

100+  
digital  
courses
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F A B I E N  D E B Û
Senior Vice President 
for the Greater East Region 

"CGI came to France in 2012 when the group acquired the 

digital services company Logica, which had itself merged 

with French champion, Unilog, so the group's roots in the 

country go back more than 30 years. Our first regional office 

was in Lyon. Now, 10% of our French workforce is based here; 

our largest workforce, after Paris. We have seen a significant 

acceleration in our activity in the region, and we are set to 

pass the milestone of 1000 employees in 2018, compared with 

less than 500 in 2010.

Three factors have been, and still are, particularly crucial in our 

development in Lyon: a growing and diverse economic fabric, 

high quality technological and transport infrastructure and, 

finally, a highly skilled workforce and top class educational 

institutions. 

Our location in Lyon is a strategic choice because we are 

well-positioned to serve both our national and international 

customers. It also gives us the opportunity to interact daily 

with the major economic players who, like us, have chosen 

to set up in Lyon.

Significant investments have been made here over the past 

two years, in particular for our global centre of excellence 

for the digital transformation of our supply chain. We are 

confident that the current dynamic and double-digit growth 

will continue."

*Supply chain:  

refers to logistics  

processes in their entirety, 

from the supply of raw 

materials to the delivery of 

finished products  

and services.

CGI 
IN FIGURES

Established in 1976  
in Canada

5th largest consulting group 
in the world specialised  

in information technology 
and management.

3 CORE PROFESSIONS: 
• consulting in processes, 
organisation, information 

systems and human 
resources, in the 

implementation of change 
projects

• integration  
of technologies

• externalisation  
of IT services

71,000 EMPLOYEES  
around the world,  

including 10,000 in France

€7.5 BILLION  
GLOBAL INCOME

€1.1 BILLION  
for France, Luxembourg  

and Morocco

CGI:  
REINVENTING 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN*  
IN LYON

Here’s how a major international digital 
services company is making Lyon its nerve 
centre, with 250 recruitments in two years. 
We talked with three members of CGI’s 
management team.
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H É L È N E  B O D I N
Director of Human Resources  
for the Greater East region

"As part of our development, we have 

launched an ambitious recruitment plan. 

We will be hiring 250 new employees 

within the next two years. We are 

looking to hire young engineering or 

Masters degree graduates, as well as 

professionals with 2-3 years’ experience. 

What matters most is a diversity of 

backgrounds, whether in information 

systems or in our customers’ sectors of 

activity. 

We need people from a wide range 

of professions, from developers and 

technical architects to supply chain 

specialists. These are equal-opportunity 

positions and we are particularly vigilant 

went it comes to gender equality. 

Though our sector generally suffers a 

shortage of candidates, we are confident 

about our capacity and that of the Lyon 

area to attract new talent. 

To succeed in this challenge, we rely 

primarily on our employees: they are in 

the best position to promote their CGI 

experience through after-work events, 

people they met through school, and 

informal exchanges in their private 

circles. 

We have also established numerous 

partnerships with schools, such as 

Centrale Lyon and INSA Lyon, but also 

with Pôle emploi (the employment 

office). And to complement these 

partnerships, we have created our own developer school, 

known as U'dev. Of the six campuses opened in September 

2017, two are in the region, in Lyon and Clermont-Ferrand. In 

total, some 180 trainees are currently enrolled in our courses, 

with the guarantee of a job at CGI at the end of the program."

LYON  
AS ATTRACTIVE  
AS EVER  
IN 2017 

Jean-Charles Foddis, Executive 
Director of Aderly (the economic 
development agency for the Lyon 
area) presents the 2017 activity 
report: "We surpassed our goal 
of 100 incoming companies per 
year and the creation of 2000 jobs 
within three years. In 2017, almost 
half the companies we assisted 
were foreign. The sustainability  
of these projects is illustrated  
by the fact that each new set-up 
has created over 20 jobs in Lyon. 
Lyon has maintained its position 
as France’s leading industrial 
city (after Paris), and 15% of the 
new projects are in the industrial 
sector. 

One prime example: in the second 
half of 2017, the American group 
Lord Corporation, particularly 
present in the aeronautical sector, 
set up its European research and 
development centre in Limonest. 
Another source of pride: Lyon 
has been hosting a test platform 
for Kose cosmetics for several 
months now. This is the first such 
establishment outside Japan  
for the country’s 2nd largest 
brand.”

What makes Lyon so attractive? 
Its numerous sectors of excellence, 
talented workforce and the 
region’s capacity for innovation.

N O R B E R T  S E I M A N D I
VP of the centre of excellence  
for the digital transformation  
of CGI’s supply chain

"Building on its successful expansion 

in the Lyon region, CGI has chosen to 

set up its global centre of excellence 

for  supply chain t ransformation 

here. This provides us with a venue 

where our customers and prospects 

can consult with our experts;  our 

showroom allows us to demonstrate 

what technology can bring to this 

transformation; and finally, it opens up 

the entire CGI ecosystem to customers, 

partners and the start-ups we work 

with. Inaugurated in September 2017, 

this centre represents a 10,000 sq. m 

extension of our original site on Rue 

des Docks, in Lyon’s Vaise district. We 

believe this facility is unique in the 

world because it is the only one to 

model the entire supply chain from 

end to end; from the very early stages 

of production, such as planning, to 

the final stages, such as product 

support. In the two years prior to its 

launch, approximately €4 million were 

invested. To stay at the forefront of 

innovation and new technologies, we 

plan to invest €1.5 million each year. 

All companies are impacted by supply 

chain problems. Nevertheless, those in the industry and 

distribution sectors are the most concerned. Our industry 

alone accounts for 20% of jobs in the Auvergne-Rhône-

Alpes region, making our presence here all the more logical."
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In late 2017, the employees of 
Danone Africa and Blédina moved 

to a stunning, curvaceous building,  
in Limonest, north of Lyon.  

This new-generation office 
building, designed by architectural 

firm Soho Atlas, won the 
Commercial Real Estate Award for 

its originality and functionality. 
Take a guided tour through the 

offices of the 21st century.

TERRITORIES 

LINUX, A FREE-
SPIRITED 
BUILDING
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"It’s the first time I have had so much 

positive feedback about a building." 

Patrick Miton, CEO of Soho Atlas, is one 

happy architect. The Linux office building 

he designed in Limonest for Lyon-based 

developer DCB won the Jury Prize at the 

latest Commercial Real Estate Show, and 

both visitors and users love the luminous, 

new-generation office building, with its 

harmonious curves and metal finish. In 

November 2017, the 440 employees of 

Danone Africa and Blédina moved into 

8000 of the 11,500 sq. m of this two-storey 

building, designed as an open, fluid and 

bright campus, which obtained a rating 

of ‘Very Good’ according to the Breeam 

environmental certification standard.

"We are really comfortable in these new 

headquarters," says Audrey Aucouturier, 

who oversaw the project to merge the two 

entities in Limonest. The French leader in 

baby food left its historic headquarters 

in Villefranche-sur-Saône, which had 

become impractical, for the new building 

designed to meet the demands of 

business, and the needs of employees in 

the 21st century. It is structured around 

an inviting main hall, overlooked by 

walkways connecting the five wings, 

called the ‘fingers.’ "Because the building 

looks like a hand, with five fingers, and a 

palm. It is very organic" says the architect.

1 /  

A wave of steel and greenery 

"There are few curved buildings in 

Lyon," observes architect Patrick Miton. 

"The initial idea was to give a sense of 

overall fluidity, inside and out." Each floor 

also has several large patios. And the 

three ‘fingers’ occupied by Danone are 

interconnected by four external bridges, 

for better circulation. "And because it's 

important to have a link to the outside," 

says Patrick Miton.

2 / 

 A village square to meet in

Once inside the entrance, the visitor 

discovers a vast entrance hall, called 

"the village square." It is covered by 

a curved glass ceiling that diffuses 

filtered light, and is flanked by large bay 

windows, which give on to the restaurant 

patio at the back.  This atrium is the 

backbone of the architectural project. 

"It is a space for gathering and having 

a chat; it is where the company spirit 

is cultivated. By no means is it a waste 

of space,” says the architect. And it’s a 

working space. Once you are through the 

security gate, the Blédina space opens 

up, with tables, chairs, sofas, a coffee 

machine and access to a collaborative 

kitchen, the in-house product testing 

area and incubator. "For us, it is also a 

living area," says Marion Durand, Head 

of Communications at Blédina. The 

ground floor also has many services for 

employees such as a concierge, a gym, 

a rest room, and a breastfeeding area.

3 / 

The ‘Finger’, a workspace

The Colliers agency helped Blédina and 

Danone to adapt the interior to their 

needs. The 440 employees were invited 

to speak about how they worked and 

how they imagined their new workplace. 

The result: a majority of the group opted 

for a ‘flex office’. “Many employees no 

longer have an assigned or closed office," 

says Audrey Aucouturier. On the window 

side, there are individual workspaces, 

where you can work from your laptop. 

Our computers also serve as phones. In 

the centre, there are mini meeting rooms 

for 2 - 4 people, as well as ‘phone booths’ 

for privacy. Each employee has a locker 

for their belongings and the teams can 

meet for a coffee in the workspace. 

"There are 70 meeting rooms in total 

so there is always one available," says 

Audrey.

4/  

A relaxing space on the mezzanine

On the third level, a surprising mezzanine, 

designed as a ‘zen’ space. "There are 

alcoves where you can take a break, sit 

or lie down in big Fat Boy cushions," says 

Audrey Aucouturier. But the space is 

also used for working. "We have several 

rooms devoted to co-working and 

innovation here. There is also a space 

that can be reserved for several months 

at a time, for long-term projects." The 

smaller rooms have surprising names, 

like ‘Tic Tac’ or ‘Brave Hacker,’ chosen 

by the employees.

"It is a space  
for gathering and 

having a chat;  
it is where the 

company spirit  
is cultivated."
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15 years ago, Lyon took  
a bold decision to renovate 

150 hectares of an old 
logistics port, with the 

aim of transforming the 
zone into an extension of 

the city centre. Mission 
accomplished: Lyon’s 2nd 

district, with its emblematic 
Place Bellecour, is a vibrant 

urban area all the way to 
the tip of the peninsula. 

Housing, office space, 
shops and facilities have 

attracted 12,000 residents 
and over 800 companies 

employing 15,000 people to 
this prime location between 
the Saône and Rhone rivers. 

The secret of this success? 
Innovation, nature, beauty 

and high standards.

NEW URBAN 
DEVELOPMENT,  
A SUCCESS STORY

Beauty all around, for all to enjoy

In 2003, the Confluence district bore 

the stigma of de-industrialization, but 

it also had significant assets: views 

of the green hills of Sainte-Foy-lès-

Lyon and Mulatière, the Saône with its 

changing colours, the aquatic light in 

the spring, the friendly, working-class 

neighbourhood of Sainte-Blandine and, 

in particular, plentiful space. To kick off 

the transformation in 2005, the SPL 

Confluence development company and 

urban planners made their ambitions 

clear: they brought in some of the 

A LIVELY  
DISTRICT 

16,000 residents  
(by 2025)

25,000 jobs  
(by 2025)

860 companies
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in Hotel 71. And, as if the ecosystem 

wasn’t vibrant enough, it will be further 

enhanced by the arrival of the Lyon 

French Tech headquarters.

Training on your doorstep

The Confluence district is now also home 

to the Catholic University of Lyon and 

its 10,000 students in the rehabilitated 

premises of the former Saint Paul 

prison. Odile Decq has also created a 

school here, the Confluence Institute 

for Innovation and Creative Strategies 

in Architecture. The Higher School of 

Artistic Trades (ESMA), a world reference 

in animation cinema, has opened its 

doors along the Saône. In addition to 

this impressive line-up, ESCEN (School 

of Digital Commerce), the Wild Code 

School, and Ecole 101 (based on Xavier 

Niel’s school, known as “42”) have set up 

in the area. Businesses and academic 

establ ishment s al ike have been 

attracted by the district's innovation 

dynamics and the quality of life it offers.

CONFLUENCE,  
15 YEARS ALREADY!

 

In 2003, the first phase of works 

(Saône side) was approved. 

Fifteen years later, Confluence 

has become a district of Lyon 

in its own right. An exhibition 

devoted to the urban 

transformation of this territory, 

as seen through the eyes of its 

users, will be on display at the 

Municipal Archives building 

from April to October 2018.

   

biggest names in architecture to design 

office buildings located along the Saône, 

attracting major companies.

Jakob + MacFarlane designed the orange 

and green cubes and their spectacular 

use of light. The orange cube houses 

the headquarters of the Cardinal Group, 

while Euronews occupies the green one. 

Rudy Ricciotti designed the curved 

Pavilion 52, made of fibre-reinforced 

concrete, home to Aciès consulting and 

the Imaginove competitive cluster for 

the digital content industry. Then there is 

Hikari, the first positive energy building in 

France, designed by Japanese architect 

Kengo Kuma, where Deloitte Auvergne-

Rhône-Alpes, In Extenso and Taj are now 

located. The Dark Point, by Odile Decq 

is the headquarters of GL events. Other 

companies, attracted by the promising 

business environment, have also set up 

here: major media and communication 

groups, such as M6 Web, consulting and 

services (ENGIE, Véolia, ...), as well as 

start-ups up and associations like Arty 

Farty (Nuits Sonores music festival, 

European Lab for cultural innovation) 

INNOVATIVE 
TRANSPORTATION

1 driverless shuttle, 
Navly, serving the Saône 
embankment

31 electric car-share vehicles

4 charging stations  
for other electric vehicles
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Lyon Confluence also invites residents 

and visitors to view the spaces as they 

evolve, to give them a sense of where 

their neighbourhood is headed. This was 

the idea behind the Kiosk Festival, where 

there was music, dancing, street-art and 

Citizen Cafés. All of these activities allow 

the diverse population of the district – 

residents, employees and visitors – to find 

their own piece of the good life here in 

Confluence.

Innovation, innovation, innovation 

Following an emblematic partnership 

with the Japanese environmental agency, 

NEDO, in the context of the Lyon Smart 

Community (which produced Hikari), 

Confluence is now involved in the European 

Smarter Together programme and the 

national Eureka Confluence programme. 

The first aims to create solutions for a 

smart city that can be replicated on a 

larger scale, with a focus on urban energy 

production, electric mobility, and the 

thermal renovation of existing buildings. 

The second programme targets local 

services, e-health and well-being, energy 

and local resources. The particularity of 

Eureka Confluence is that it will open a 

new field of experimentation approved by 

the State. This push for innovation, which 

has already produced the Navly driverless 

shuttle, an urban heating network, and 

ever smarter buildings, has improved 

the district’s attractiveness as well as 

the quality of life for its residents and 

employees alike. Fifteen years after the 

launch of the urban project, Confluence 

has been transformed – in record time – 

into a lively, connected district conducive 

to ambitious and sustainable economic 

development.

The good life

At lunchtime, there are numerous 

eateries serving residents, employees 

and students: cafés on the banks of the 

Saône, rooftop restaurants and others 

blissfully shaded by ash trees. There 

are fast or slow dining options and even 

picnic areas to enjoy nature. In the evening, 

when the offices close, the Marché Gare 

and Sucre (atop the former sugar refinery) 

open their doors for concerts. Lovers of a 

more intimate atmosphere will prefer the 

jazz club of the Novotel, the Periscope 

or the Dock bars, unless they’d rather 

see a film at the 14-screen UGC cinema 

complex. Culture abounds: the Musée des 

Confluences houses a world-class natural 

science and ethnography collection in 

an iconic building designed by Austrian 

agency Coop Himmelb(l)au, Sucrière 

hosts contemporary art shows, and the 

Municipal Archives presents exhibits 

of the city’s history. The city’s major 

events come here, as well: the Festival 

of Lights, Nuits Sonores electronic music 

festival, the Biennial of Contemporary 

Art, and the Biennial of Architecture. SPL 
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 SOCIAL  
MIX

4989 homes  
(planned)

450 student 
accommodation 
and housing 
for young 
professionals

Up to 28% 
social housing, 
depending  
on the sector
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Nearly a century ago, this building was a hostel for young 

women workers, constructed by the directors of TASE, a leading 

manufacturer of artificial textiles, located in the industrial 

district of La Soie, straddling Vaulx-en-Velin and Villeurbanne. 

The imposing three-storey, U-shaped building later became 

an army hospital, then hosted a branch of the elite Ecole 

Polytechnique school, followed by a teacher-training centre. 

In line with its tradition of hospitality, part of the “Joan of Arc 

house” is now devoted to hosting refugees and to emergency 

accommodation. Soon, this former hostel will become the 

focal point of an impressive regeneration project with housing, 

business activities, and social and cultural innovation. 

Named L’Autre Soie, the place will comprise homes for social 

tenants and first-time owners, emergency accommodation, 

“L’AUTRE 
SOIE”:  
LIVING AND 
MAKING 
TOGETHER

Development of the 500-hectare  
Carré de Soie district, starting with the 

TASE manufacturing complex (which 
played a leading role in Lyon’s textiles 

industry), is now giving way to a large-
scale urban project in the municipalities 

of Vaulx-en-Velin and Villeurbanne.  
The district, bordering the Jonage 

canal and served by a complete public-
transport offering, comprises homes, 

offices, corporate HQs and major 
amenities. The word that defines  

this big development scheme? Mix, 
as reflected by the social and cultural 

innovation lab, L’Autre Soie. 

a students’ hall of residence, but also work spaces, social 

enterprises, retailers, a restaurant and a crèche. This urban 

scheme will revolve around a cultural venue with a concert 

hall, studios, and spaces for artistic residencies. 

Led by GIE Est Habitat – a consortium of social landlords and 

accommodation providers, the oecumenical cultural centre 

(CCO) of Villeurbanne, Lyon Métropole and Villeurbanne town 

council –, L’Autre Soie also includes “third places”: communal 

areas in each building for shared use. “Their purpose is to 

generate synergies between public housing policies, social 

action, economic development and culture,” explain the project 

actors. “Groups which don’t often interact will rub shoulders 

here. The venue will be a hive of initiatives, aimed at fostering 
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an inclusive town,” stresses Cédric Van 

Styvendael, managing director of Est 

Métropole Habitat and the permanent 

representative of GIE Est Habitat, 

which initiated the project. His remarks 

are complemented by CCO director 

Fernanda Leïte: “We will play a structural 

role, performing the function of a cultural 

amenity but also leading the programme 

co-devised with residents, users and 

project stakeholders.” 

Redevelopment and construction on the 

site adds up to 23,000 square metres. 

Work will begin in late 2020, and be 

completed in 2022. The project will 

also involve reopening a vast park with 

hundred-year-old trees, which will be 

restored by Villeurbanne town council. 

Meanwhile, the old Jeanne d’Arc hostel 

has already acquired an Autre Soie vibe. 

Several events were held there as part 

of the Mémoire Vive (“Living Memory”) 

festival and the Rencontres de l’Aventure 

B R O W N F I E L D  
G O E S  G R E E N
A stone’s throw from the multimodal hub (metro, tramway, etc.), on the former 

site of compressor manufacturer Kaeser, the Karré complex, developed by Icade, 

consists of 144 homes (Karré Velvet) and two office blocks, totalling 17,400 sqm. 

Designed by architect Jean de Gastines, Karré offers 10,130 sq. m of floor space 

on eight levels, enhanced by terraces and gardens. Rue Royale are the architects 

behind the second complex, the Kbis, whose buildings range from three to six 

stories and also feature plentiful terraces. This development is part of an urban 

project partnership between Lyon Métropole, Vaulx-en-Velin and the developer. 

The consultation process with the residents resulted in the creation of a 1,500 sq. 

m public square and the conservation of the factory façade, something which was 

already done for the TASE factory and the former Jeanne d’Arc hostel (see main 

article), both reminders of the site’s industrial past.

O F F I C E S  
W I T H  R O O F  
G A R D E N S
On plot N of Carré de Soie, architecture 

firm L’Atelier du Pont and Cardinal 

Investissement have designed and built 

a six-story office building (7,500 sqm).  

A notable feature of the block – besides 

its curves – are the relaxation areas  

and communal roof gardens. This block 

is set to be completed in 2020 and will 

be leased to an insurer. The company 

will join the list of others who have 

located their regional headquarters 

in the district, such as Veolia, Dalkia, 

Adecco, Technip and Alstom.

CARRÉ DE SOIE:  
A NEW SERVICE- 
SECTOR HUB

By 2025, the Carré de Soie district will host 25,000 residents and 20,700 

employees. With thousands of square metres of office space rising from 

the ground each year, the district ranks as one of the four big service-

sector hubs in Greater Lyon – along with Part-Dieu, Confluence and 

Gerland. Time for a closer look at the new projects.

Ordinaire, which brings together citizens 

and stakeholders to question the world 

and how we live. The CCO has also 

initiated Palimpseste, a research project 

on the district’s transformation, led by 

academics, artists and residents.

A call for applications has been launched 

with a view to a temporary occupation 

of the site. Part of the former teacher-

training centre will be made available 

to charities, cultural actors, craftspeople 

and companies in order to nurture “a 

creative and innovative ecosystem.” 

L’Autre Soie is already weaving its social 

fabric.
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Why commit to an urban project like Carré de Soie?

In 2002, when the project was at the drawing-board stage, we attended the first 

consultation meeting, and felt that people were wondering about the district’s 

identity. This opened up an interesting field of experimentation, in line with our artistic 

ethos. Carré de Soie is a comprehensive expression of 20th century architecture, with 

houses for workers, houses for engineers, large estates, the TASE factory [a former 

textile mill – Ed.], the multimodal hub, etc. Our challenge was to build a common 

language around this existing fabric and the new developments. 

What did you do?

For 15 years we talked with politicians, urban planners and private-sector partners. 

We collected testimonials from local people by staging events in the district. We 

created urban crossings – sorts of walkabouts highlighting newly created spaces 

or those that have long been closed, to establish a dialogue with the audience and 

help elicit shared memories. 

What have you gained from these experiences?

A great understanding of the urban project – how it functions, and its temporality. 

The collaborative work with the district’s various actors also introduced us to their 

rationales, and the possible linkages between them. These meetings were essential 

precisely because towns are all too often made up of social bubbles which struggle to 

connect. Our sessions together generated a story shared by stakeholders as diverse 

as Veolia, the charity Les Gazelles, elected officials, primary-school teachers, and 

the shopping centre.

PROJECT MIGRATION:  
MOBILITY 

STRENGTHENS ROOTS

Based in the Carré de Soie district 
for the past 20 years, KompleX 

KapharnaüM champions  
a modular artistic programme. 

The company seeks autonomous 
arts venues and creates pop-up 

scenic spaces to reach people 
at grass-roots level and embed 

themselves in the community. 
This artistic proposition explores 

the individual’s place in the urban 
environment, and the town’s 

place in society. In partnership 
with the Lyon architecture school 

(ENSAL), it has also inspired  
the Kuisinariüm, a collective  

and participatory roving kitchen, 
which will enter service this year.

A distinctive aspect of the Carré  
de Soie district is that it’s the 
scene for artistic initiatives led  
by KompleX KapharnaüM,  
a locally-based arts company. 
Video artists, musicians, builders, 
visual artists… are striving to 
construct the district’s identity 
and to change perceptions of 
its public spaces by involving 
all its stakeholders – residents, 
businesses, etc. Stéphane Bonnard, 
co-artistic director, tells us how 
this bond between the company’s 
creations and the Carré de Soie 
came to be.

THE ART  
OF URBAN 
IDENTITY
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A Day with Jennifer Cardini

Maceo Plex

Dopplereffekt

D.A.F

I:Cube

A Day with Paula Temple

Amelie Lens

Dj Stingray

Rebekah

Moor Mother

Underground Kaoz :   
Kerri Chandler x Jeremy Underground

Bicep Live

Agents of Time

Fixmer/McCarthy

A Day with Daniel Avery

Helena Hauff

Objekt b2b Call Super

DJ Nobu

Lanark Artefax

Action Bronson

Kamasi Washington

Lunice

Caballero & JeanJass & friends  
présentent High & Fines Herbes

Peggy Gou

Red Axes Live

Ben Frost

AZF

A Day with Four Tet

Floating Points Dj set

James Holden & The Animal Spirits

Pearson Sound

Rone

Maetrik Live

Mr Fingers aka Larry Heard Live

Antal b2b Hunee

Ammar 808 & The Maghreb United

Los Wember’s de Iquitos

Young Wolf

Camion Bazar
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LIVING 
THE 
DIGITAL 
AGE 

Reinventing  
Part-Dieu does not 

mean starting from 
scratch; it means 

building on existing 
potential and 

accentuating its 
singularity – a lively 
district boasting all 

the functionalities 
of a contemporary 

city – to develop 
an original project. 
All the ingredients 

are there, including 
digital technologies: 
a new component of 

urban attraction. 

PART-DIEU

It all began during the first development studies. AUC, the 

agency chosen to design the Lyon Part-Dieu project, came up 

with the concept of "easy ground." The idea behind that odd 

expression is that people should be able to circulate easily and 

seamlessly, from one point of the district to another, thanks to 

an intelligent combination of materials, lighting, landscaping, 

street furniture, pedestrian links and digital technology. The 

goal is to make life easier for all users in the district, thanks 

to a digital service offer directly integrated into new public 

spaces. Digital technology becomes a third dimension of the 

public space, for the benefit of everyone: residents, employees, 

entrepreneurs, tourists, etc.

In real terms, it is about taking action on several fronts: 

Wi-Fi everywhere, for everyone, but managing and analysing 

information feedback (ethical data management), installing 

digital terminals and smart signage, deploying sensors (heat, 

pollution, water, etc.) and monitoring the urban space. Digital 

technology will take the “service city” to the next level. "Wi-Fi 

is an infrastructure, but what matters is what we can do with 

it. We can equip the neighbourhood to gain insight into the 

need for new services and to sustain the urban project. A 

lot of people pass through Part-Dieu, so if we know where 

they arrive from and where they are headed, we can shape 

the urban project and its development based on this data," 

explains Thierry Perraud, economic development director of 

the Part-Dieu project.



Companies are an integral part of the transformation. 

“Part-Dieu is home to many big corporations in the fields of 

digital technology, energy, banking and insurance, but also to 

a whole host of start-ups, small and medium-sized firms. We 

want to provide them with useful information for their business, 

facilitate networking, and engage this community on subjects 

like open innovation, for example. If we can create a pertinent 

digital space that mobilises large and small players, we will 

strengthen the local economy,” adds Thierry Perraud.

The next step in the digital transformation is a call for 

expressions of interest to test new digital services at Place 

de Francfort. Digital tech firms have a strong presence in the 

district and they should be eager to take up the challenge to 

develop new products and services in line with the Part-Dieu 

project’s ambitions. "This represents an opportunity for the big 

telecoms and network players, but also for manufacturers of 

street furniture, start-ups and SMEs that are developing the 

‘service city’ of tomorrow," says Perraud. The project will benefit 

from the ideas of these players in the local economy, many of 

whom already belong to the Part-Dieu Business Club.

"PROMOTING LINKS BETWEEN LOCAL 
FIRMS TO DEVELOP THE URBAN SPACE"

Timothée David, EDF Director of development for the Rhone 

area and leader of the Part-Dieu Business Club’s Innovation 

Committee. 

"The neighbourhood is changing: it's becoming an exciting place 

for small businesses to explore unknown fields. But a territory 

like Part-Dieu is also a source of complexity. The development 

company SPL Part-Dieu has understood this very well and it 

promotes links between local firms, big and small, to develop 

the urban space. The Innovation Committee of the Part-Dieu 

Business Club was specifically created to bring together 

small innovative companies and major industrial or tertiary 

players. Our goal is to ensure that this collaboration leads to 

fresh solutions, especially through digital technology. The EDF 

group is participating in the Smart Electric Lyon project, and 

has a space at the project offices where it hosts start-ups. We 

have just entered phase 2 of the project, with a focus on the 

Part-Dieu district, its challenges and development."

" A N  I D E A L  
T E S T I N G  G R O U N D  
F O R  I N N O VA T I O N "

Cédric Nieutin,  

Director of Caisse d'Epargne’s 
B612 incubator

"Our savings bank, Caisse d'Epargne, 

created the B612 incubator a year and 

a half ago. It is dedicated to Fintech, 

i.e.  start-ups working on the digital 

transformation of the finance, banking 

and insurance sectors. I have liaised 

with SPL Part-Dieu since the decision 

to create an incubator. They explained 

their approach and how we could fit 

into this existing ecosystem. Naturally, 

we thought that Part-Dieu was the 

ideal place to develop this activity. It is 

a platform for sharing ideas about future 

developments, where our start-ups can 

experiment their innovations. Part-Dieu 

is a hive of ideas, right now, and urban 

vitality is driving entrepreneurial vitality."
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CALENDAR 

2019 
Opening of Ikea  
and Leroy Merlin,  
of all public spaces, 
and access roads  
to the neighbourhood, 
plus the first office 
building.

From 2020
Delivery of the first 
housing projects, 
offices and public 
facilities, including 
the extension of 
Parilly school.

2025
Completion of final 
buildings

FROM A  

NEW DISTRICT  
TO AN ECONOMIC 
DRIVER

A new district woven into the urban fabric, with retail 
activities at the heart of its vitality: this is the idea 
behind the Greater Parilly project, connecting Lyon to 
Venissieux, and offering new housing and office space.  
The Ikea and Leroy Merlin stores tie it all together.

GREATER PARILLY
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A 21-hectare convertible zone well-

served by public transport, alongside a 

major retail development project led by 

Ikea and Leroy Merlin: those are the two 

pillars of the Greater Parilly project. The 

zone makes Parilly a strategic location 

for metropolitan development, whereas 

the retail site presents an opportunity 

to develop the area in connection with 

a hub of activity. The project includes 

180,000 sq. m of floor space in a mixed 

programme of services, offices, hotels 

and housing, in proximity to these two 

major stores. It will create a whole 

new urban district between Lyon and 

Vénissieux.

The Greater Parilly project is qualified 

as a “public interest/ private initiative” 

project because Leroy Merlin launched 

the idea and Lyon Metropole is 

supporting it. The project reflects 

a commitment to strengthening 

the commercial appeal of the Lyon 

metropolitan area and ensuring a 

balanced distribution of retail zones 

across the region. It  responds to 

today’s diverse demand for retail 

space, while restructuring commercial 

flows. It also exemplifies the fine-tuned 

urban integration of “new generation” 

shopping centres with a clear focus on 

quality of life, sustainable development 

and connection with the surrounding 

environment. For example, the stores 

will be very compact and the car parks 

and logistics areas will be integrated in 

the buildings. 

With the metro and the tramway serving 

the site, the Greater Parilly project fits 

in perfectly with the principles of urban 

densification and transport-oriented 

development since it combines urban 

and retail functions. 

While the shopping centre will certainly 

increase the attraction of the district, it 

will also act as a motor for economic 

and urban development, thanks to the 

creation of a 23,000 sq. m business 

centre. This new hub of activity will 

firmly establish the role of the district 

in the larger Lyon metropolitan area. 

The office buildings will offer a variety 

of spaces adapted to higher tertiary 

functions, enjoying exceptional public 

transportation service and the prestige 

of visibility from Boulevard Laurent 

Bonnevay. The first 9000 sq. m building, 

named ‘ Initial ’  and developed by 

Fontanel, will be delivered in 2019. 

Future employees will benefit from 

numerous services, along with the 

shopping centre’s parking facilities, not 

to mention access to ample high-quality 

public spaces, where priority is given to 

pedestrians and soft modes of transport. 

Onsite amenities, such as a company 

crèche, will be created and there are 

projects for other services shared with 

local residents. The appeal of living in 

Venissieux will greatly benefit from this 

project, which includes a diverse housing 

offer, for rent or purchase, adapted to all 

budgets.

KEY FIGURES

  21 hectares

   64,000 sq. m 
retail floor area 
including  
2 major stores,  
Ikea and Leroy Merlin, 
and local shops 

  23,000 sq. m 
business centre 

  4,000 sq. m  
of mixed-use 
commercial properties

  1 hotel 

  2300  
jobs 

  1000 
housing units:

  600  
family units,  
with half for owner-
occupant housing  
to encourage diversity 
in Venissieux

   400  
specific-purpose 
housing  
(student residence, 
intergenerational, etc.)
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TERRITORIES 

To ensure that the Biodistrict in Gerland is a consistent entity 

with high visibility, Lyon Métropole has published a “trend 

book” that sets out the district’s spatial-planning principles. 

The document was based on various surveys conducted by 

Mission Gerland and the city’s urban-planning department. 

But also – and this is the original aspect – by local users: 

companies, employees, residents and retailers who came 

together in workshops to imagine what the Biodistrict will be 

like in 2025. “It sets a course and a vision to make the Biodistrict 

a global benchmark in the biotechnology and health sector – 

but also a district where it’s good to live and work,” stresses 

Jean-Baptiste Couderc, of the urban project department of 

Lyon Métropole. A key aspect of the programme is taking 

account of usages, so that the project develops in line with its 

ambitions. “Unlike other biotech districts around the world, the 

one in Gerland is unusual in that it’s in an urban environment, 

with housing, a heritage, cultural venues, leisure activities, and 

public transport,” explains Clémence Labat, life sciences project 

manager for the Lyon-Gerland Biodistrict, at Lyon Métropole. 

A central theme in this 70-page trend book, which has been 

circulated to public stakeholders (technical departments, etc.) 

and private developers, is the focus on health and sport, in a 

campus-like setting. The book lists intentions, but without 

  
A DISTRICT  

IN VOGUE

The old industrial district is giving way to the Biodistrict, a vast site hosting 
international-class companies and amenities. One distinctive feature  

of the project is the creation of a collaborative “trend book” intended for  
the stakeholders of this urban transformation. The idea being to repurpose 

the site in a way that is compatible with all the occupants’ requirements,  
and to create a strong identity and reputation, centred on health and sport.

GERLAND
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replacing a specifications package. For instance, each new project must give thought 

to its landscaping treatment, and buildings must be designed to open onto the 

district. The book also calls for greater attention to pedestrians. “Distances in Gerland 

are fairly large, so there’s plenty of scope for human-powered mobility ideas, such as 

self-service electric kick scooter schemes. It’s a place that’s conducive to innovating 

and experimenting,” adds Jean-Baptiste Couderc.

The district’s development still has strong momentum. Building projects underway 

include the Tony Parker Adéquat Academy, a training centre for elite basketball 

players; and the new LR8 laboratories at the Ecole Normale Supérieure graduate 

school. Recent completions include: the extension to the Bio-safety Level 4 

Laboratory, the new head office of Laboratoires Aguettant, the animal health 

headquarters in France of Boehringer Ingelheim, and the Bioaster block (labs and 

offices). A few months from now, construction will begin on the new HQ of the 

International Agency for Research on Cancer, and on the future International Centre 

for Infectiology Research of Lyon-1 University.

IARC MOVING  
TO GERLAND BIODISTRICT

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), a branch of the World 

Health Organisation, will join the Gerland Biodistrict in 2021. The public authorities 

(Métropole, Regional Council and central government) will contribute €51.6 million 

towards construction, on a plot gifted by the City of Lyon. The new headquarters will 

accommodate IARC’s 320 staff and its bank of cell samples.

“IARC plans to host 150 extra researchers in the coming years to deal with the 

challenge of cancer. Its former building in the 8th district of Lyon no longer met UN 

standards: it was undersized and aging badly. The switch to Gerland will help boost 

the Biodistrict’s standing,” says Adeline Rambeau, project manager for business 

hosting schemes, Lyon Métropole. Based in Lyon for more than 50 years, IARC will 

move into a monumental square block with a vast central atrium, surrounded by 

vegetation. Its open angles nicely blend the building into its urban context, facing 

the Rhone River, in accordance with the trend book.

URBAN GARDEN:  
A GREEN,  
INNOVATIVE  
CAMPUS 

Built on the site long occupied 
by Laboratoires Aguettant,  
this project flows from a 
concept developed by Sogelym-
Dixence in conjunction with 
architecture firm Valode  
et Pistre. And its design drew 
inspiration from the trend book. 

“The project – 28,000 sq. m  

of office space – was conceived  

in the spirit of an open and verdant 

campus. The future site has a 

wealth of plantings, which will  

help create a green connection 

with the adjacent Gerland Park  

and the nearby Rhone 

embankment. The design 

promotes self-powered travel  

and encourages users to do sport, 

in a serene setting. This zen vibe is 

also present indoors, with spatial 

moods strongly enhanced by 

daylight, extensive views onto the 

outside, and the use of natural 

materials. Water is also part of the 

project, with attractive vistas onto 

the Rhone. All of these elements 

produce a calm and luminous 

atmosphere in an exceptional 

working environment.  

The project also features an 

innovative Urban Village, a 1,600 

sq. m space accommodating 

a company cafeteria (which 

can convert into a co-working 

space outside of mealtimes), an 

auditorium, a library, a concierge 

desk and a wellness space.  

The array of services will offer  

users an exceptional quality of life.”

Geneviève Ducoté, project director, 

Sogelym-Dixence
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Completions 
 in all developing districts:

Silex 1 > Part-Dieu

View One > Carré de Soie

Green Office Link > Gerland

King Charles and Factory  
> Confluence
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2017, AN EXCELLENT YEAR
FOR REAL-ESTATE

REAL-ESTATE OUTLOOK

Office premises

Yield of prime space:

3.95% 

Lyon centre

4.8% 

periphery
(source JLL)

Vacancy rate: 

    6%
Cost of construction  
index:

1650 
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269,241 sq. m
take-up

Comparable to European level,  
well ahead of other French cities:

> Barcelona 

332,000 sq. m

> Lille

213,400 sq. m

> Manchester  

196,000 sq. m

> Marseille/Aix 

145,000 sq. m

Stable prime rents: 

€315 +TAX/ 
sq. m/yr + charges,  
high-rise

Average rent new premises:

€208 +TAX/ 
sq. m/yr + charges 

Average rent:

€185 +TAX/ 
sq. m/yr + charges

Significant transactions  
spread across all sectors  
of Greater Lyon:

Babolat 
Vaise

4800 sq. m

Atos worlwide 
Carré de Soie, View One

3440 sq. m

PwC
Presqu’île, Grand Hôtel-Dieu

2773 sq. m
 

Transactions

Part-Dieu  
in the lead

16% 
of transactions  
for office premises.  
Followed by other  
business districts:
GERLAND (12%)

WEST LYON AREA (12%)

VAISE (7%)

Top taker:  
Nextdoor
(5400 at Silex + 3500 sq. m  

at Grand Hôtel Dieu)

100 transactions  
of 500 to 2000 sq. m

Between  
5000 and 6000 sq. m
> Ministry of Justice

> Médicina (in Lyon Bioparc)

> GRT GAZ in Gerland

> Segeco in Lyon 6th district

A record  

594  
transactions  
for the year
A sign of Lyon’s robust 
position in the middle 
market



Distribution  

of take-up
Controlled growth of new supply keeps  
vacancy level at 6%.

Rental

Sale

51% NEW
49% USED

Source : CECIM

Investments

€908 million  
invested in 2017

Up from 2016 (€890m)  
and 10-year average.

80% 
of investment in offices

2
projects valued over

€100 million
Yields still trending downward  

(3.95 % for prime office space), pointing  
to continued investor interest in the Lyon 

tertiary market.

Stable rents
€47+tax/sq. m/yr + charges
for industrial premises.

Logistics premises

A fine year, with  

367,760 sq. m
These results make Lyon the 2nd largest  
market in France, just after the Paris area

13 %
Sale

87 %
Rental

76%

24%

68% 71% 69%

32%

2014 2015 2016 2017

29% 31 %
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Take-up 

401,453 sq. m

A RECORD YEAR 
which confirms the importance of industry in Lyon.

36% higher 
than the previous year and well above the ten-year 
average of 300,000 sq. m.

Some of the top takers  
in Greater Lyon:

Everial Navya Folan
10 000 sq. m 6 000 sq. m 5 200 sq. m

62%  
of take-up 
is located in the Greater Lyon area  
and the remainder in peripheral partner areas  
(PIPA, CAPI…).

362 transactions
A record number that points  
to market stability

Average rent, new premises

€96+tax
sq. m/yr + charges

Industry premises

Occupancy 

69.6% (up 3.3%)
Average room price

€83.40 (down 2.3%)
Revenue per available room

€58.10 (up 0.9%)

Supply:

230 hotels 
14,436 rooms
40 apartment hotels
3790 apartment units

Hotel

Retail

86,715 sq. m
new retail space authorised in 2017.

First-time openings by new retailers: 
Uniqlo, Women’secret, Milibootik, La Redoute Intérieurs, 
Bialetti, Flying Tiger Copenhagen, Snowleader...

€7,705 billion 
in retail sales in 2017.

€7,670 billion  
household spending in 2017.

compared to 2016
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The Ninkasi adventure, 
led by Christophe 
Fargier, is about piquing 
curiosity, developing 
a culture of sharing, 
pursuing dreams,  
and pioneering!  
The brand has become 
both a Lyon institution 
and a key player  
in the metropolitan 
area. Ninkasi is deeply 
attached to its values 
of humanism, respect, 
culture and openness  
to others, while 
constantly challenging 
itself as a company.
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Register for  
professional meetings  
Polar Connection  
starting April 6th on  
www.quaisdupolar.com
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FRESHNESS,  
A CANTONESE  
SPECIALITY

“Cantonese people will only 

eat fresh food. They go to 

the market in the morning 

and in the afternoon to 

find ingredients that are as 

fresh as possible. Our food 

is fresher than fresh. For 

example, we would never 

cook with dead fish, we 

cook them alive, because 

otherwise we consider the 

taste is lost.”

LYON AND GUANGZHOU,  
TWO HISTORIC  

PARTNERS

The opening of the Franco-Chinese 

Institute – the only Chinese 

University outside of China –in 1921 

made Lyon a pioneer and pivotal 

player in the dissemination of 

Chinese knowledge and culture 

in the 20th century. Through these 

exchanges, a privileged relationship 

was established with Guangzhou in 

1988. Join us on a culinary journey to 

discover the city and its region.

CURIOSITY, A CHINESE  
CULINARY OBSESSION

Gastronomy is a valuable 

gateway to understanding 

any great civilisation. 

Essayist Zheng Lunian writes 

“We exclude only those 

foods that are unseemly to 

our palate, such as spiders 

and cockroaches, except 

water beetles, also known 

as “Dragon Lice”, which are 

a Cantonese delicacy.” […] 

When it comes to eating, 

we are afraid of nothing. 

For thousands of years, due 

to frequent famine, our 

ancestors had to try every 

species of flora and fauna.”

C A N T O N E S E 
D E L I G H T S

ZHENG LUNIAN 
“I wrote this book in honour  
of my father, a lover of fine  
food, but also to restore  
the reputation of Chinese 
cuisine, which is unequalled,  
in my opinion.”
Zheng Lunian, arrived in France 
in 1989, and has made a career 
as a consultant and speaker 
promoting Franco-Chinese 
relations. “I am an interpreter 
of the Chinese mind-set,” 
particularly for the business 
world. He helped us prepare  
this feature story.

GUANGZHOU, CANTON, 
OR GUANGDONG? 

Though Chinese people are fiercely 

proud of their own local cuisine,  

they all will tell you: “Go to 

Guangzhou for good food.”

Cantonese cuisine comprises  

three regional cuisines: those  

of Guangzhou (Canton), Chaozhou 

and Dongjiang, all in Guangdong 

Province.
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Mornings  
in Lyon and Guangzhou

YUMCHA ET DIMSUM 
MORNING TEA AND STEAMED DUMPLINGS

“In this subtropical climate, people get up very early. First thing in the morning, Cantonese 

restaurants, which can be as vast as gymnasiums, with serving trolleys travelling up and 

down the aisles, are teeming with people of all ages and profiles: shopkeepers, white and 

blue-collar workers, housewives etc. They are all there for the Yum cha, which means ‘to 

drink tea.’ It starts at 6am: the streets and restaurants begin to bustle, and it can continue 

until the afternoon, stopping only at dusk.”

Lyon’s food lovers are 
early risers too!

Lyon had its own 

early morning culinary 

tradition, namely the 

mâchon. Served in the 

city’s bouchons, the 

mâchon was a meal 

enjoyed by silk workers 

(“Canuts”) who had begun 

working early, or who 

had worked through the 

night. The menu included 

various deli meats, 

dumplings, potato röstis, 

a fried breaded tripe 

dish known as tablier 

de sapeurs because its 

shape resembled that  

of a fireman’s apron in 

those days, and fresh 

cream cheese with chives. 

No tea here though:  

the Canuts enjoyed their 

breakfast with a jug  

of Beaujolais wine. 

Source: Les mots de la cuisine  

et de la table, by Colette Guillemard, 

published by Belin.

However, there is more to Yum cha than tea. Dim sum (steamed dumplings), Cha siu 

bao (buns stuffed with caramel pork), Siu mai (minced pork and rice dumpling), Har gow 

(shrimp dumpling), Feng zhua (chicken feet), Wonton (small dumplings in soup), Chang 

fen (rice noodle rolls), duck tongue, and fried quail, among other delicacies, are wheeled 

in on serving trolleys, amid lively chatter at every table. 

“The Cantonese have steamed dumplings, a local speciality. The specific preparation 

technique is inspired by the local obsession with freshness. They do not like strong spices 

or thick sauces because, for them, it is a way of dissimulating a stale product.”
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The poetry  
of culinary creation

And words are just as pertinent in Lyon 

as they are in Guangzhou. In Lyon, salsify 

is known as ‘dead fingers’; a potato rösti 

is called a ‘doormat’; dandelions (usually 

pissenlit in French) are known as dents 
de lion (Lion’s teeth), while ‘donkey snout’ 

is used to describe a particular variety 

of leafy salad; finally, ‘wooden leg soup’ 
contains a knuckle of veal. The Chinese 

go for more poetic names, for example, 

bean sprouts are known as ‘dragon’s 
moustache’: chicken feet are called 

‘phoenix claws’, an appetizer made from 

julienned chicken and rice noodles is called 

‘Phoenix in the peonies’; and steamed 

turtle with chicken ‘Adieu of the Tyrannical 
King to his concubine’!

Sources: Les mots de la cuisine et de la table,  

by Colette Guillemard, published by Belin. 

Le bonheur de la bouche, by Zheng Lunian,  

published by Michel de Maule.

“Just as  

cooking should 

preserve the taste 

of the ingredients, 

chefs should use 

words that illustrate 

their creations.”
Paul Bocuse 
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T H E  J O Y  O F  E A T I N G

Master of the art of living, Lin Yutang, Chinese writer and scholar of Western 

culture, who describes himself as "thinking in Chinese with a brush and in 

English with a typewriter," wrote The Importance of Living, a work devoted to 

happiness. He praises those who can taste the pleasures of life and sheds light 

on the jubilant way in which the Chinese express their satisfaction through 

eating: "Western good manners that force you to drink soup without noise, to 

eat quietly without the slightest expression of contentment are the real reason 

the culinary arts have ceased to develop.” Why do Westerners speak so softly 

and look so miserable, so decent and so respectable during their meal? I am 

sure that children learn the sadness of life when their mothers forbid them to 

make noises while eating." That said, it is unlikely that the Canuts feasting on 

their mâchons were so reserved.
 
Excerpt from Le bonheur de la bouche, by Zheng Lunian, published by Michel de Maule

美食
GASTRONOMY IS CALLED MEISHI,  
LITERALLY ‘BEAUTIFUL FOOD’

The classic rites of Zhou (11th century BC) defined the criteria for healthy, delicious 

and beautiful food. Beautiful food is harmonious in its totality: colour, odour, 

flavour, texture, sensation on contact with the palate, tongue and teeth, shape 

and appearance, dish and utensil, décor, and artistic and cultural atmosphere.

Good  
table manners

For those wanting to do business 

in China, here are a few rules about 

table manners:

1  Do not be late.

2 Guests are placed around  

the host according to their rank  

in the social hierarchy  

(age and sex are not a factor 

though, among friends, they 

do tend to regroup to facilitate 

conversation).

3 Never sit down or touch the plate 

before the host.

4 The host must be the first  

to make a toast, to which the 

main guest must reply with  

a toast that begins: “With the 

wine of the host, I hereby make  

a toast to…” Any subject may  

be addressed: friendship between 

people, the success of a project, 

the health of the guests and  

their families etc.

5 Make multiple compliments 

about anything and everything 

during the meal.

6 Put down your chopsticks before 

speaking or drinking (but do not 

stick them in your rice bowl, as 

this resembles the incense burned 

for the dead, and do not separate 

them on either side of your plate).

7 Crucially, invite your host  

in return. “Reciprocity is one  

of China’s fundamental rules, 

unless you want to be  

considered stingy or ungrateful!

Source: Le bonheur de la bouche, by Zheng 

Lunian, published by Michel de Maule
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With the Asia Pacific 
Bocuse d’Or Master Chef 

Championship being held 
in Guangzhou, China on 8-9 

May 2018, we thought now 
would be a good time meet 

with Christopher William 
Davidsen, silver medallist 
2017 who began his career 

as a commis chef  
at the hotel Clarion.  
Today, he runs three 

restaurants in Trondheim 
(Norway). He told us about 
the Olympian preparation.

BOCUSE D’OR

M A S T E R 
C H E F

4

“The pressure you feel when you enter 

the arena and hear thousands of people 

encouraging you is really indescribable! 

The mental training coach helped us to 

handle this aspect of the competition, 

which can cause a team to fail. He 

told us to plan not just one, but four 

action plans, to help us deal with 

any curveballs, surprises or obstacles. 

Fortunately for us, we only had to use 

our plan B, and not our D! During the 

competition, we found ourselves without 

electricity for 30 minutes. We had to 

switch around our task list, and fast!”

5  

"Flavour is a key element in the 

competition. We worked on this with 

the chicken breast, which was the main 

ingredient of our meat dish. So we 

figured out how to make the meat as 

juicy and appetising as possible. We 

fried it, boiled it, roasted it, we pan-fried 

it, cooked it at low temperature, then 

did it all again in reverse order until we 

found THE perfect method. Once this 

first objective had been met, we asked 

some of Norway’s top chefs to taste our 

dish and give us their opinion."

6

“It is extremely important to surround 

yourself with a good team, both in the 

kitchen and in accounting, for example. 

My training for the Bocuse d’Or meant 

that I had to move to the other end 

of Norway to join my team. For one 

year, I was away from my wife and 

my two daughters, whom I only saw 

periodically – six times in total.”

30 years of gastronomic 
excellence

Created in 1987 by Paul Bocuse  
to showcase the talent and 

excellence of chefs, the Bocuse 
d'Or contest celebrated its 30th 
anniversary in 2017. Held every 

two years during Sirha - the 
world hospitality and catering 

fair that takes place at Eurexpo, 
Lyon - the final of this prestigious 

and internationally renowned 
competition, sees 24 of the world’s 

most promising chefs compete. 
They have 5 hours and 35 minutes 
to perform two tasks: a meat dish 

on tray, according to traditional 
French service, and a fish dish 

presented on the plate. 
 

www.bocusedor.com 

3

“The first training phase is based on 

the design: defining one’s identity 

and deciding how to visually 

represent the dish. Once we had 

achieved this, we moved on to 

the creative phase, which only 

lasted two months, because I had 

already worked on it in previous 

competitions. It’s about the dish 

in itself: how to innovate and use 

new techniques; to find that little 

something that no one else has 

thought of to surprise the jury.”1

“My commis chef and I trained  

15 hours per day, six days a week,  

for one whole year. We would focus 

on one specific theme at a time: 

design, creativity, and so on.  

I left nothing to chance, everything 

was meticulously orchestrated.  

I even hired a mental training coach 

who has worked with many Olympic 

athletes, and chef Gunnar Hvarnes, 

who won the bronze medal  

at the Bocuse d'Or 2011."

2

“It was always my dream to take 

part in the Bocuse d’Or. I think 

that in order to succeed in this 

competition, you need to dream a 

little every day, and be prepared to 

make sacrifices. I didn’t just practice 

the year before the competition.  

I spent six years taking part in high-

level competitions and my ultimate 

goal was the Bocuse d’Or.”
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“My commis  
chef and I  
trained 15 hours 
per day, six days  
a week, for one 
whole year.  
We would focus  
on one specific 
theme at a time: 
design, creativity, 
and so on.”

William Davidsen  

7  

"For me, the third phase is one of the 

most important. With my team, my 

commis chef and coaches, we trained 

for many months to ensure we operated 

in an organised way, and that our work 

was perfect in every way. A clean, tidy 

and functional kitchen is paramount. 

Movement needs to be fluid, as if 

choreographed, like a ballet. Last, but 

not least, we looked at the importance 

of timing. The stopwatch was our worst 

enemy, so we trained every day for 

several months. We had to reproduce all 

of our dishes a good twenty times until 

we got the timing just right."

8  

"One of the key aspects of successful 

training and competition is to be in 

good physical condition. So I gathered 

the team once a week to play football 

for a few hours with other chefs.  

My commis chef and I also jogged 

twice a week to clear our heads and 

sharpen our minds for the tasks ahead. 

Sport enabled us to relieve stress, relax 

and focus on having fun while training 

together."

9  

"One of the things I learned from this 

competition is the importance of 

having a plan for after the Bocuse 

d'Or. My ultimate goal was to win the 

competition, so I hadn’t given any 

thought to what I would do afterwards. 

That was a mistake. Once the 

competition is over, you feel empty, and 

it's very destabilizing. A new chapter is 

starting for me now, as I am setting up 

my own restaurant, Speilsalen, in the 

prestigious five-star Britannia Hotel 

in Trondheim, which will open in 2019. 

That is where I will present my culinary 

philosophy, my identity, and everything 

I've learned over the past six years of 

training and the competition in Lyon. "
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With more than 300 recruits, the Chinese make up  
the largest contingent of foreign students at the National 

Institute of Applied Sciences (INSA) in Lyon.  
The school’s dean, Eric Maurincomme, considers the reasons 
for such popularity – including its training model and tuition 

fees, and the image of France.

 INSA 
IS VIEWED  

AS AN EXCELLENT  
EDUCATION BY THE  

CHINESE GOVERNMENT”

“

by the TGV or Airbus. They also come 

because the cost of living and tuition fees 

in a public graduate school in France are 

far more affordable than in the United 

States, for example. And they feel secure 

in the knowledge they are guaranteed 

a place in one of the student residence 

halls on our American-style campus. 

Lastly, our graduates – especially those in 

the ASINSA programme – have very high 

employment rates, which is obviously a 

big asset in attracting students. 

In terms of attractiveness, have you 

analysed what stems specifically from 

the character of the school and the 

training it delivers?

I think that the Chinese now come to us 

first because we recruit at INSA group 

level. We’ve had an office in Shanghai 

for 20 years, and a person who visits 

China’s elite high schools, with help from 

the embassy and the consulates in the 

country’s various cities. Students come to 

follow a training model – the engineering 

degree – dispensed by an international 

Is this desire to host Chinese students 

rooted in the school’s history?

Yes, absolutely! We’ve actually been 

welcoming students from China for nearly 

40 years. Back in 1979, the first students 

did their doctorate at INSA – and this 

historical connection grew even stronger 

in 1998 when we set up ASINSA. Through 

this programme, Chinese students starting 

their higher education enter INSA and do a 

five-year engineering degree. The French 

diplomatic community now knows us 

well, because if you add together the 

students across all fields, the total number 

of Chinese is just over 300. China is now 

the best represented country, just ahead 

of Morocco, and actually contributes the 

majority of PhD students because they 

receive a Chinese government grant.

Is this inbound flow of students from 

China stable or rising?

The level increased slightly when we 

accepted more students doing a dual 

degree, in cooperation with Chinese 

universities. It rose by nearly 50 students 

about 10 years ago and has been fairly 

stable for the past six years.

Our Chinese partners from Xian would 

like to increase the flow of dual-degree 

students, but we’re not yet ready to do 

so. Thanks to the INSA network of six 

schools in France, we’ll soon be able to 

ramp up this category from 25 to 75 

students a year, but they won’t all come 

to Lyon.

What motivates these students to 

study at INSA?

The biggest factor is the opportunity 

to study abroad. That’s viewed as 

differentiating them on the job market 

from those who studied only in China. 

Learning the French language is also 

seen as an extra skill. Our country has 

real strengths in several branches of 

technology, such as electrical and 

mechanical engineering and aeronautics. 

Groups like Schneider Electric and Safran 

have global footprints. Chinese students 

are also attracted by our image of 

technological excellence, as illustrated 
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INSA 

SIXTY AND 
THRIVING

40,000 
that’s how many students 
have trained at INSA Lyon 

since the first intake in 
November 1957. 

The 60-year-old Lyon 
campus, which celebrated its 
anniversary throughout 2017 
with 120 scientific, sporting 
and cultural events, is the 

same age as the INSA brand: 
it was the first iteration 
of the model, followed 

by five others: Toulouse 
(1963), Rennes (1966), Rouen 

Normandy (1985), Strasbourg 
(2004), and Centre Val de 

Loire (2014). “Our school has 
flourished so strongly here 
in Lyon because there has 

always been an ecosystem 
of entrepreneurs and 

political decision-makers 
alongside us,” says the dean.

É R I C 
M A U R I N C O M M E
DEAN OF INSA LYON  

SINCE 1 JULY 2011  

AND ALSO INSA  

GROUP CHAIRMAN.

An INSA Lyon engineering graduate 

in 1988, he continued his education 

in the United States and the 

Netherlands. In 1994, he obtained  

a doctorate in biological and medical 

engineering at INSA Lyon, and in  

the same year joined GE Healthcare 

as a research engineer.

Appointed global vice-president 

of Agfa HealthCare in June 2004, 

then chief strategy & marketing 

officer in early 2008, he also chaired 

the board of Agfa HealthCare France 

from 2005 onwards. Two years later, 

he became head of the group’s 

advanced research teams, obtaining 

grants for European Union research 

and innovation projects. And from 

2008-2011, he led the Group’s global 

marketing and communications 

effort. 

Eric Maurincomme holds seven 

patents, has published about 

30 academic papers and given 

numerous talks at international 

conferences.

technology university. The INSA syllabus, 

a five-year course with post high school 

diploma recruitment and an emphasis 

on professionalisation, means that 

they directly enter the university sphere 

without going through France’s two-year 

“preparatory classes” – a system the 

Chinese don’t really understand. They 

are also very interested in our ties with 

the business community, because China’s 

technology will be key to its economic 

development.

What consideration do they give to 

the “Lyon” factor when making their 

choice?

Of our six campuses, Lyon is often their 

first choice, closely followed by Toulouse, 

because of the aviation-centred image 

the city has developed. In the case of 

INSA Lyon, its longer history, its size, and 

visibility in the international rankings 

definitely have an influence. As does 

the city’s history with China – including 

the Franco-Chinese Institute – and the 

fact that Lyon is increasingly perceived 

as a welcoming and vibrant city. The 

INSA system is viewed as an excellent 

education by the Chinese government, 

which allows students to skip the higher 

education entrance exam – the Gaokao 

– if they are accepted by INSA! We are 

one of the few French schools to enjoy 

that status, alongside the Paris Institute 

of Political Studies and the Ecole 

Polytechnique, in particular.

Does the exchange now work the other 

way, enabling INSA students to study 

in China?

That’s one of our big challenges for 

the future. To ensure balanced student 

exchange agreements, we need to be 

able to send more students to China. 

Many Chinese universities want to take 

them, and have offered to set up dual 

degrees, but for the moment there’s still 

too great an imbalance. Only about 20 

French students go to China each year. 

On the job market, having studied in 

China also acts as a differentiator for 

French students.

How do you intend to keep developing 

this relationship with China?

I strongly believe in diversity and in 

promoting interaction by creating mixed 

Chinese/ French pairs for practical work, 

but also in our student residence halls, 

to get everyone out of their comfort 

zone. The evening event we held in 

Shanghai in December, to celebrate 

our 60th anniversary, was a tremendous 

illustration of the ties created between 

the Chinese and French, and of the 

dynamic they generate. The Chinese are 

particularly keen to retain their bond with 

the French language, INSA and Lyon. I see 

that as a twofold opportunity for the city 

– to develop a network of Lyon-trained 

ambassadors based in China, but also to 

continue attracting foreign talents who 

come to study in Lyon and then decide 

to settle here.
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Since it was established nearly 30 years ago, Villeurbanne-
based company Dermscan has made a name for itself in 
the field of clinical trials and studies. Led by the vivacious 
Frédérique Girard-Ory, Dermscan has enjoyed unbroken 
growth in a market impervious to the crisis. The Only 
profiles a business that has made its employees’ wellbeing 
a core priority. 

         THE 
             IRRESISTIBLE 
         RISE OF 
                      DERMSCAN
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Headquartered in Villeurbanne, Dermscan tests cosmetic and 

pharmaceutical products in real or laboratory conditions. The 

company has two brands: Dermscan, specialising in cosmetics 

such as sun cream, shampoo and make-up; and Pharmascan 

for medicines and medical products such as dressings, anti-lice 

treatments, and anti-bacterial socks. For more than 25 years, 

its chief executive has been Frédérique Girard-Ory. 

Back in 1990, having just obtained a PhD in biology and a 

degree from the Institute of Political Studies in Lyon, she 

decided to embark on an entrepreneurial venture – against the 

advice of her close circle. But the determined young woman set 

out to attract her first customers. And her determination paid 

off: Girard-Ory convinced prestigious brands such as Lancaster 

and Payot to use her services. It was the start of a wonderful 

story, which is still being written by the CEO and the company’s 

182 employees, more than 70 of whom work at the head office.

Previously based on the Lyon 1 University campus of La Doua, 

the company relocated nearby in 2014. Its chief did not pick 

Lyon by accident: “Being in the pharma and cosmetics sector, 

I needed a city with universities, hospitals, a small market to 

“Being in  
the pharma  

and cosmetics 
sector, I needed 

a city with 
universities, 

hospitals, a small 
market to kick 
things off, and 

being able  
to travel easily 

to be close to my 
customers.”

Frédérique Girard-Ory

DERMSCAN  
in figures

Established 
1990

2017 sales 
€11.9m

Total number  
of employees 
182 

France 
73 

Poland  
70 

Tunisia  
12 

Asia  
12 

Mauritius 
15

Number of 
customers 
400
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ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR 2017:  
AN INDUSTRY ACCOLADE

For the past 25 years, Ernst & Young 

has bestowed annual awards to mark 

the outstanding careers of men and 

women who drive French growth  

and competitiveness. Frédérique 

Girard-Ory, chief executive of 

Dermscan, was presented in September 

2017 with the Prix de l’Entrepreneur  

de l’Année for the Auvergne-Rhône-

Alpes region. “To begin with, I didn’t 

intend to enter. Friends of mine who  

are business leaders had already 

received the award, but they operated 

in a much bigger arena than I did,”  

she explains. But, urged on by friends 

and family, she finally filled out an 

application. “Once I’d done that,  

losing was out of the question!”  

she says. Because although Frédérique 

Girard-Ory had already won several 

awards as a female business leader, 

she felt that this one carried far more 

symbolic weight: “Running a company 

is not a gender issue. It’s a profession. 

There are no men or women,”  

she declares. “Only entrepreneurs.”

kick things off, and being able to travel easily to be close to 

my customers.” Lyon, with its more relaxed lifestyle than Paris, 

topped the shortlist. Place Maréchal Lyautey and the central 

Presqu’île are her favourite places for lazy strolls and unwinding. 

Over its nearly 30-year history, Dermscan has met with some 

great successes and sustained a few setbacks as well. But 

the CEO takes a pragmatic view: mistakes are the chance 

to learn lessons, and thus to avoid repeating them. “If failure 

only makes you depressed, then it’s a double punishment,” 

she concludes. The walls may have shaken, but the structure 

is solid and thriving. Dermscan now carries out roughly 4,000 

studies annually on nearly 23,000 subjects, to best satisfy the 

consumers of leading brands such as L’Oréal, Clarins and Urgo. 

In 2017, sales exceeded €11 million. 

Lastly, applying the principle that “if you rest on your laurels, 

your competitors are sure to overtake you,” Frédérique 

Girard-Ory has constantly evolved her business. In 2002, she 

opened a first subsidiary in Thailand, followed a few years later 

by others in Poland (2008), Tunisia (2010) and Mauritius (2017). 

And she dreams of setting up in the United States.
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Twenty Lyon Métropole 
stakeholders have joined 

forces to co-build a metro-
wide circular economy  

to manage food resources: 
Lyon Bio Ressources.  

Its objective? Fight food 
waste, promote short supply 

chains, cut the production 
of agri-food waste, and 

efficiently manage 
exhaustible resources by 

reusing them. It’s the first 
initiative of its kind  

in France. The Only meets 
Alain Alexanian, a Michelin-

starred Lyon chef who  
chairs this collective  

of stakeholders.

What’s this state-of-the-art  

circular economy all about? 

It ’s a complete supply chain that 

operates in a loop – from production 

to consumption, from field to plate 

and from plate to field. We are fighting 

food waste at every stage in the life 

of food resources. The end goal is to 

reuse waste by producing methane 

and returning the waste to the soil by 

composting or giving it a second life 

by recycling it into animal feed or new 

materials. The metro area needs what 

is produced by farmers, who need to 

enrich their soil to farm effectively. We 

need each other – hence this circular 

economic system. And one key purpose 

of this is to prioritise what’s local.

What do you mean by local? 

 Is it national, regional or city scale?

To determine our f ield of action 

precisely, we need to test the scheme 

in its entirety, and we’ll be doing this in 

2018 (see box). Geographic boundaries 

will only be set once the scheme is 

in operation. The most appropriate 

territorial scale will be the one that 

makes the scheme’s business model 

viable. What we’re sure about already 

is that this state-of-the-art food 

scheme will not extend beyond the 

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region. Lyon 

Bio Ressources has a local mindset in 

every respect. It aims to promote short 

supply chains and cut CO2 emissions 

by limiting needless transport, but also 

to harness all the area’s riches – its 

farmers, its restaurateurs, and its other 

economic stakeholders. That’s the role 

of Lyon Bio Ressources – to support and 

bring together all of the scheme’s local 

stakeholders.

LYON BIO 
RESSOURCES, 
AN AMBITION 
PROJECT

KEY FIGURES (2016) 

625,000 TONS 

of agricultural food production in 

Rhône County, of which: 207,000 tons 
of milk, 202,000 tons of cereals,  
and 111,000 tons of grapes. 

21,500 TONS 

This is the total weight of estimated 

food waste at the production stage, 

with a theoretical value of €20m. 

21,000 TONS 

of estimated food loss and waste 

during the processing stage,  

with a theoretical value of €22m. 

6,600 TONS  

of estimated food loss and  

waste at the distribution stage,  

with a theoretical value of €21m.

5,600 TONS  

of loss and waste caused by markets 

(itinerant traders).

12,700 TONS  

of estimated food loss and waste  

at the restaurant/food service stage, 

with a theoretical value of €26m.
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The Lyon Bio Ressources initiative 

covers reusing food resources but also 

reducing waste. How will this objective 

be achieved?

Reducing waste, and reusing it, involves 

changing our day-to-day habits and 

therefore, to begin with, sorting waste 

and sorting it properly. Above all , 

sorting is a question of vocabulary. Our 

perceptions would change if we replaced 

the word “bin” by “new resources” and 

words “waste sorting” by “smart sorting”. 

If we were to make more virtuous 

decisions, we could produce compost, 

among other things. For example, if all 

restaurateurs were asked to set aside 

their fish waste daily, it could be turned 

into feed for the region’s livestock. 

How can we move towards a waste-

free world? Is it feasible?

Every year, 10 million tons of food 

are thrown away in France. I dream 

of a waste-free world, but it won’t 

be happening any time soon. I am, 

however, convinced that it’s possible. If 

we can get all the stakeholders around 

a table, we can innovate. If humans 

had just stared at the candle, we would 

never have moved on to electricity. 

Properly exploited waste has serious 

value, especially in terms of the jobs 

IN BRIEF
 

Lyon Bio Ressources has signed 

up about 20 local stakeholders, 

and aims to enlist dozens more  

in the following categories:

• Heavy users of food resources 

such as the Lyon hospitals trust, 

the national restaurant owners 

federation (GNI-Synhorcat),  

GL Events, Metro and 

Transgourmet (wholesalers),  

the Lyon-Corbas wholesale 

market, the Rhône-Loire 

association for organic farming 

development, the Auvergne-

Rhône-Alpes Gourmand food 

promotion cluster.

• Collector-reusers – which 

currently collect biowastes 

separately and then transport 

them to reuse centres – such 

as Veolia, Ecovalim and BM 

Environnement, and the Axelera 

cluster for the chemical and 

environmental sectors. 

• Users and distributors of the 

products of waste reuse such 

as gas network operator GRDF 

and renewable energies cluster 

Tenerrdis.

• Environmental transition 

stakeholders represented  

by non-profits such as the Institut  

de l’Economie Circulaire and Orée, 

and start-ups like NeoEthos. 

Institutions and funders.

for harnessing it, whereas the cost of 

food waste, overconsumption and thus 

of pollution just keeps on rising. Our 

circular model lets us develop biomass, 

compost, and the conversion of waste 

into energy. Everyone has a part to play. 

For example, we restaurateurs generally 

use polystyrene trays. It’s up to us to be 

smart and use recyclable containers or 

give this polystyrene a second life. Why 

not use it as a construction material? 

Why did you agree to chair  

Lyon Bio Ressources? 

I was born in Lyon, in what will soon 

become the Cité Internationale de la 

Gastronomie [the former Hôtel Dieu 

hospital – Ed.]. In 1986, I opened a 

restaurant in Lyon, L’Alexandrin, which 

was Michelin starred for 15 years. I owe 

everything to this city, where I grew up. 

The region is so productive that it could 

be self-sufficient. I love working with 

raw products and extracting their full 

potential, which helps keep waste to a 

minimum. I’m rediscovering these values 

in the Lyon Bio Ressources project.
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What happens during these 

professional events?

Hélène Fishbach: Polar Connection is an 

allotted time for crime fiction publishers 

to browse what’s on offer! It attracts 

professionals from publishing and 

television (Canal +, France televisions, 

Arte ...) too. This exchange between 

authors, French and foreign publishers, 

agents and television producers is 

a business event, the goal being to 

promote and export French crime fiction 

internationally.

Juliette Rajon: The Lumière Festival is 

the only heritage film event in France, 

and it is among the largest in the world, 

showcasing both the wealth of French 

films and the public’s love of them. 

Naturally, the sector’s professionals come 

to celebrate cinema and to do business 

at this enjoyable event. We provide the 

venue, events and tools such as stands, 

lounge spaces and cocktail events, to 

encourage exchange and to develop 

conservation projects and distribution of 

heritage films both in France and abroad.

What is the purpose of these 

professional events?

J.R.: The International Classic Film 

Market  acts  as an intermediary 

and facilitator, much like a project 

incubator. Over four days, we provide 

the opportunity for formal exchanges 

through conferences, for which we 

create the content and time for free 

PROFESSIONALS  
ON A MISSION

Aimed at the general public, the Lumière and Quais du Polar 
festivals also attract many professionals. We met with 
Juliette Rajon, Director of the International Classic Film 
Market and Hélène Fishbach, Director of the Quais du Polar 
crime fiction festival, and the creator of Polar Connection.

and informal exchanges in a dedicated 

space. The goal is to enable each 

participant to pitch their project, and 

seek opportunities and funding. 

H.F.: We aim to reveal fresh talent, and 

to promote French writers and export 

their work. We also encourage relations 

between the publishing and audio-

visual sectors, which have developed 

significantly since the creation of 

Polar Connection. Producers come for 

inspiration, to find novels for adaptations, 

and they also seek out scriptwriters.

What is the highlight? 

H.F.: In addition to the existing Quai du 

Polar awards, in 2013 we created the 

Polar series prize in partnership with 

SCELF,1 which highlights a selection of 

six works adaptable for television. The 

presentation of this prize, before jury 

members (representatives from TV 

networks, directors and producers) and 

the entire profession, is an important 

moment. 

J.R.:  Four days of highlights are 

organised around the various categories. 

We also hold events with other partners. 

In 2017, for example, we worked with 

AFCAE2 and the CCRA3 on issues related 

to the screening of heritage films, and 

with MIFA / CITIA4 on animated heritage 

films. So everyone can organise their 

time as they wish and seek out that 

special moment.

P O L A R  
C O N N E C T I O N 

In 2014, the team at Quais du Polar 
created Polar Connection: a day  
for professionals from the 
publishing, audio-visual and digital 
sectors to come together.  
The event includes a dozen 
conferences on foreign multimedia 
and audio-visual rights, as 
well as talks on the publishing 
profession. This event has 
become an important date in the 
calendar, with over 200 accredited 
participants. In addition to 
events throughout the day, there 
is a digital space in the heart of 
the Palais du Commerce, where 
innovations in publishing and  
web-series are showcased.  
While 2017 gave pride of place  
to Germany and eastern European 
countries, the 5th edition will honour 
Italian publishing.

Friday 6 April 2018.  
Accreditation required (€55).  
www.quaisdupolar.com

I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
C L A S S I C  F I L M  
M A R K E T 

Created in 2009, the Lumière 
Festival added a professional 
element to the event in 2013 by 
launching the International Classic 
Film Market. These four days cater 
to all actors of the industry: rights 
and catalogue owners, studios, 
technical laboratories, television 
networks, broadcast platforms, 
operators, and distributors. In total, 
approximately 15 conferences, 
meetings and round tables are 
held, with talks given by legal, 
technical and marketing experts. 
The aim is to enable some 350 
accredited individuals to seek 
new opportunities and share 
experiences.

October 2018.  
This is a professional event.  
Accreditation required.  
www.mifc.fr
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Give us a status report upstream  

of the 2018 edition

H.F.: Authors, publishers, producers 

and directors have been faithfully 

returning for four years, and we’ve see an 

increasing number of foreign publishers 

who spontaneously attend the festival. 

Every book which has won an award 

has taken on a life of its own after Polar 

Connection: some were adapted for the 

screen, others generated new contracts 

for the authors. This event has become 

a genuine marketplace for the sector’s 

actors.

J.R.: After five editions, our film market’s 

credibility is widely acknowledged. It is 

the prime international event of its kind 

and it spawns initiatives that serve our 

sector. When a project takes flight, the 

entire chain of this industry, from rights 

holders’ to broadcasters’ benefit, but, 

most of all, the public does, too.

How will these events develop? 

H.F.: We obviously want to attract new 

professionals and promote ourselves 

further within the audio-visual sector, 

so there is still plenty of room for 

growth. 

J.R.: Our goal is to make ourselves more 

useful by developing screenings and 

technical demonstrations. Technology 

evolves very quickly, shaping the future 

of heritage films. We need to showcase 

technical innovations. We also want 

to strengthen the presence of certain 

professionals, such as international 

sellers and try to model some European 

cooperation. And why not one day 

forge a relationship between Polar 

Connection and an event that attracts 

writers, scriptwriters and directors 

working in the crime fiction genre. 

There is certainly a lot to work with.

1  Civil society of French-language  
publishers managing  

adaptation rights

2  French Association  
of Arthouse Cinemas

3  Agency for the Regional  
Development of Cinema

4  Centre for resources and expertise  
in the motion picture and creative 

industries, and organiser of Annecy’s 
International Animation Film Market
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A CAREER BLESSED  
BY GOOD FORTUNE

Nicolas Fafiotte had the opportunity to 

enter the world of fashion thanks to his 

first fairy godmother: Isabelle Gleize, then 

principal of the ESMOD Lyon school (and 

now director of the Village des Créateurs 

in Passage Thiaffait). She allowed him to 

join the course during the school year – a 

request never previously granted – for she 

sensed his talent. “After that, life and Lyon’s 

events scene really made things happen 

for my business.” A second stroke of luck 

came with the Miss Lyon contest in 2001. 

When he met Sylvie Tellier, he was 27 years 

old. He designed the dress she wore for the 

2002 Miss France pre-selections, which she 

went on to win. The following year, when 

she received the national crown, the final 

was held at the Gerland Sports Hall in 

Lyon. Live on top television channel TF1, 

Sylvie promoted Nicolas’ work. “At the 

in demand, and people are delighted to 

come and see me in Lyon! For a fashion 

designer, living here is no longer a barrier.  

I can’t imagine ever leaving the city, and to 

be honest, I’ve never even entertained the 

idea! I love the quality of life in Lyon – it’s a 

simple, human-sized city.”

SILK: THE QUINTESSENTIAL  
LYON FABRIC

“We’re still fortunate enough to have a 

few weavers and finishers in Lyon and the 

surrounding area. I have a slightly secret 

associate on Rue Auguste Comte – I know 

I can ask him for anything, even the wildest 

requests.” His latest wacky design? A 

neoprene wedding dress. “I try to showcase 

France as much as I can, and when I’m able 

to do it for Lyon, I’ll go to any lengths!” 

Nicolas Fafiotte

A fortysomething fashion designer with roots in the Ain 
county northeast of Lyon, and the son of shopkeeper 
parents, Nicolas Fafiotte created his label and opened  
his boutique in 2002 in the central Lyon address of Rue  
du Plat, near Place Bellecour, thanks to several nudges 
from fate. For him, Lyon simply made sense.

time, I’d set up my firm but was totally 

lacking in business smarts. It was only 

because I had a recommendation letter 

from Geneviève de Fontenay [then director 

of the Miss France franchise – Ed.] that my 

bank loan applications carried any weight.”  

He has now been designing the Miss France 

winners’ dresses for the past 10 years!

LOVER OF LYON

In his mezzanine studio, Nicolas and his 

team designed the outfits worn by skaters 

Isabelle Delobel and Olivier Schoenfelder 

at the 2008 world championships (which 

they won) and the 2010 Olympics. He also 

crafted pop star Amel Bent’s wardrobe for 

her 2010 show at Le Zénith in Paris. And 

for the past five years, he has dreamed 

up some gorgeous couture one-offs for 

the Etam Live Show of lingerie during 

Fashion Week. “It’s often said that the 

whole fashion scene is in Paris, but I’m 

LYON’S BEEN  
A HUGE 

STROKE OF 
LUCK FOR ME
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The architecture of Confluence
“From the terrace of my home in Sainte-

Foy-lès-Lyon, I have a magnificent view 

of the Musée des Confluences where 

the Rhône and Saône merge. You feel 

as if you’re at the junction of something 

– it gives off a force, an energy. And 

the interior of the museum is just as 

mind-blowing. The exhibition designs 

are superb. I rediscovered the treasures 

from the old natural history museum in 

the 6th district, which was a bit gloomy. 

Here, you get a much better sense of 

the power exuded by the scale of the 

exhibits.”

Rhone embankment:  
the city’s breathing space

“I love all the nature we have on our 

doorstep in this city. A space apart, for 

contemplation.” Rummaging through 

the 11,000 or so photos on his phone, he 

locates a pic of a swathe of greenery:  

“I often cross the river to go to the Rhône 

Embankment Park. It’s all I need. People 

ask me where the picture was taken, 

but it’s right in the city; you don’t need 

to go very far. I have a great many 

sources of inspiration all around me. 

I’m like a sponge that soaks things up 

and squeezes them out all the time. 

I photograph things around me that 

catch my eye, and they might get loosely 

reinterpreted in one of my designs.”

A STRONG BOND WITH LYON’S 
CULINARY HERITAGE

The designer pinpoints some similarities 

between cuisine and couture. “We have the 

same constraints, and the same prospect 

of pleasing our customers: with chefs, it 

has to taste good, and with designers, 

it has to look good. When I see a dish 

plated by a chef, I imagine all the stages it 

took to reach that point. There’s also the 

matter of choosing the right materials 

and respecting rules and recipes that 

you can then adapt however you want, 

adding a personal tweak or crazy streak. 

There’s also the meticulous groundwork 

involved, having a well-tuned team, and 

then the artist’s genius that comes into 

play.” Fafiotte still remembers when his 

shop window was graced by gastronomy 

during the Bocuse d’Or cooking contest, 

especially his lobster-and-lentils dress 

and his Bresse chick(en) dress. On the 

sweet side, his career has also been 

marked by collaborations with leading 

local chocolate-makers for the Salon du 

Chocolat fair, such as Sébastien Bouillet 

and Bernachon.

Resonant 
places…

The lacework of Fourvière

“I love going up to the top of the hill 

and being spellbound by all of this 

architectural beauty. The craftwork 

is just wonderful – it’s incredible to 

imagine the sheer devotion to detail 

that it required. The entire interior has 

the delicate intricacy of lace, especially 

the ceilings. It’s a place where I’m 

reminded of our work with materials. 

It was a childhood friend who’s hard 

of hearing, but with an acute sense of 

observation, who opened my eyes to the 

incompleteness of this construction.”

The heart of the city:  
Place Bellecour

“Historically, this square is where people 

have gathered, in joy or discontent. 

It’s the centre – and for me, it’s where 

everything started. Initially, my dream 

was to have a studio high up, overlooking 

Place Bellecour. In 2001 I found the 

premises where I am now – I remember 

that first visit as if it were yesterday.”
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surround themselves with people who 

share the same values and way of 

being. That is how a company develops 

a personality, one that reflects the team 

and its director. Clients will pick up on 

this mind-set and the pleasure the 

team has working together; mobilising 

resources and working towards a shared 

goal.

That is also what binds us; the belief 

that we have the right answer. We are 

believers. I am always amazed by the 

commitment and involvement of my 

staff. It’s a wonderful thing to watch. I 

am moved by it, with each seminar and 

each time we convene.

Is emotion a woman’s purview?

Every emotion I have is written on my 

face, and that isn’t necessarily good for 

business. However, it does mean that 

Since taking over Asys, Anne-Sophie Kieffer has transformed 
the company her father created, specialised in time 
management and scheduling software. The company has seen 
external growth, mass recruitment, the development of new 
services and a repositioning of its core product. She has taken 
the company from a team of 15 people in 2008 to nearly 100  
in 2017. This has provided her with great insight, from her office 
in Lyon, into the broader labour market.

The quest for freedom

As a child, I already dreamed of becoming 

an entrepreneur, like my father. Being 

a company director would give me 

the freedom and autonomy I wanted. 

However, I quickly learned that being 

an entrepreneur meant anything but 

freedom, what with all the management 

charts, and strategic decision-making; 

it’s just as well I had no clue going in! I 

have made significant steps since that 

family dinner in 2008, when my father 

asked me to take over the company. For 

the first three or four years, I ate, slept and 

breathed Asys. I shouldered the weight 

of this responsibility from the age of 27.

A strong conviction?

Not just one, many! (laughing)  A 

company is more than its director, it is 

a collective endeavour. Directors must 

ANNE-SOPHIE KIEFFER

Title > CEO of Asys since 2008

Education > University diplomas in management

Before Asys > Head of Management Control at In Extenso

+ small and medium-sized organisations

Age > 38

A WOMAN  
AT THE TOP
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I can guarantee honesty. In my job, 

partnership is essential. Being honest 

about my feelings and being forthright 

with my employees is important. I am 

both a woman and an entrepreneur, 

so being a company director seems 

natural to me. 

 

What constitutes good management 

in your opinion?

(silence) The ability to adapt to the 

person sitting opposite you. This isn’t 

only a question of method. It is important 

to understand a team member ’s 

expectations and the things that 

motivate them. That might be empathy, 

recognition, encouragement. It depends 

on the person. This is not about strategy; 

it is about honesty and trust: believing 

in your employees’ potential and giving 

them the means to express themselves.

What annoys you?

When people say that IT is a man’s field! 

At Asys, the number of women is growing 

all the time in a sector where previously 

there were few. That is because we offer 

our teams the possibility of organising 

their work time in such a way that 

reconciles their personal and professional 

lives. Quality of life is no longer something 

we question, it is something we ensure. 

Moreover, our software increasingly 

includes aspects such as “disconnection 

time,” chosen working time, equally 

shared schedules, access to the HR portal 

via mobile phone, etc.

ASYS

Line of 
business 

publisher and 
integrator of time 
management and 

scheduling software, 
So’Horsys and Chronos

Ambition  
to become one 

of the top 3 time 
management and 

scheduling software 
publishers

Sales in 2017 
€10 million

90
employees

5 sites 
Paris 
Lyon 

Mâcon 
Toulouse 

Nantes

Is Asys a barometer of the working 

world?

Yes! We are very attuned to regulatory 

changes: telecommuting, arduous 

working conditions etc. Not a day 

goes by that we don’t hear about staff 

shortages in the hospital sector, or 

changes to working contracts. We are 

attentive and adjust our solutions in 

line with legal developments. It is our 

job, after all! Other challenges emerge, 

such as managing the increase in 

rising number of part time positions, 

mobility and “multi-device” modes of 

working. Today, an employee can block 

their vacation days from the comfort 

of their own home or manage their 

team’s schedule from the train. Our HR 

clients integrate these changes and our 

solutions, too.

Was it a choice or a necessity  

for Asys to grow?

We never really thought about it, we just 

have a winning spirit. It’s our drive, our 

DNA, and it characterises our teams. It 

is what guides us towards growth.

Paris, Nantes, Macon, Toulouse…  

and Lyon?

Lyon signifies total freedom! I left 

Macon after junior school and went to 

a boarding school in Saint Genis Laval, 

near Lyon. Even then, I was driven by my 

need for independence, which is also 

what inspired me to turn down business 

school in favour of university; I wanted 

to choose my own way of working. Now, 

I am firmly rooted in Lyon, because I have 

settled my family here. Asys has offices 

all over France, the head office is in Paris, 

but part of the management team is in 

Lyon, on Rue de la République.

Why Lyon?

Because we live well here. The restaurants 

are fabulous, and culture and concerts 

are accessible. We can be out of the 

city within 20 minutes (laughs)… it’s true 

that we don’t leave the city other than 

on weekends [Editor’s Note: she has two 

young children, the eldest age 3 and a 

9-month-old baby]. Lyon offers the kind 

of city life that appeals to me: I can get 

anywhere and experience everything on 

foot. It’s a beautiful city. Paris is superb, 

but too impersonal for me. I go a couple 

of days per month for work, but I’m always 

happy to come home.

• 
Where to stroll after a day  
in the office: the banks of the Rhone
• 
Where to take children: wandering  
the traboules in the Old Town

• 
A restaurant: L’Ourson qui boit
•
A bar: L’Antiquaire
•
Luxury spot: la Villa Florentine
•
Favourite boutique: Rose Boutique

“Being 
honest about  

my feelings  
and being  
forthright  

with my  
employees  

is important.” 
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ADERLY 

Economic Development  Agency 

for the Lyon Region  

+33 (0)4 72 40 57 50

www.aderly.fr

GRAND LYON,  
LA MÉTROPOLE 

Economic and International 

Development, Employment  

and Integration 

+33 (0)4 37 91 29 68

www.business.greaterlyon.com

contacts

collectables!
Download all issues on www.business.greaterlyon.com
or contact rduong@grandlyon.com

PONEY-M STUDIO 

Émilie Vercez, aka Poney-M, is a Lyon-
based illustrator with a degree from  
the ISBA art school in Besançon.
Through her studio, Poney-M,  
she carries out collaborations 
worldwide involving a range of 
projection surfaces. Inspired by street 
art and pop culture, Émilie’s style teems 
with detail and humour. In the manner 
of Fauvism, she tweaks perspective 
and imparts rhythm to her pictures, 
creating colourful worlds of apparent 
jauntiness peopled with characters 
playing hide-and-seek.

www.poney-m.com

LYON TOURISM  
& CONGRESS

+33 (0)4 72 77 69 69

www.lyon-france.com

ONLYLYON

+33 (0)4 72 40 57 59

www.onlylyon.com
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